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45TH CoNGRESS,} HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. {Ex. Doc.

No. 66.

2d Session.

LINES OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN COLORADO AND
NEW MEXICO.

LETTER
FROM

THE SECRETARY OF WAR,
TRANSMITTING

Repm·ts on lint3s of communication between Go lorado and New Mexico.

MARCH

9, 1878.-Referred to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be
printed.

W .A.R

DEPARTMENT,

March 8, 1878.
The Secretary of War has the honor to transmit to the House of Representatives copies of report on existing and required lines of communication between Southern Colorado and Northern New Mexico, with
maps; also, report and maps of the San Juan reconniassance in 1877.
The commanding general Department of the Missouri forwards these
papers with the following remarks:
Garland will undoubtedly be the shipping point, for some years, of all freight destined for Southwestern Colorado, Eastern Arizona, and the whole of New Mexico, excepting only the posts of Union and Stanton; freight rates from Garland, as will be
seen, being nmch below any others offered.
From Garland depart three routes for this service-one to San Juan country, one to
the posts in Arizona, including Fort Wingate, New Mexico, and one via Santa Fe to
the Lower Rio Grande.
•
The amount required on each of these roads to make good roads, and thereby still
further cheapen freights and facilitate communication, is as follows, viz:
To San Juan country and site of the military post in that region, to which
Fort Garland is to be transferred .... ·-----·----· ............. ·--- .... $11,517 00
To Fort Wingate and posts in Arizona north of Gila River .... __ . ___ . _...
2, 485 00
To Santa Fe ... _..................... . . _.•.......•... _... . ..... . . __ ..
10, 000 00
Total . ___ ..... _... _. __ ........................ - .......... _-. _...

24, 002 00

With t.his small amount these roads can be put in excellent condgion ; and there is
no doubt that the whole sum will be repaid twice over in a few years by reduction
of freight-rates. I respectfully ask that the Secretary of War ask a special appropriation for this WQrk, of the amount specified, the work to be done under the charge of
Lieutenant Ruffner, chief engineer of this department. The sooner it can be done, the
better for the government and all concerned.
The great importance of the roads in the settlement and development of the regions
which they traverse need not be set forth. It will suffice to say that in my opinion
every interest of the government in that section of country will be greatly benefited
at very small expense in this direction .

. . . -;. . . .-::.:~.:..:.". . . .-_. _~---- ::::. .·-.. _.. ,. __ :.:........

-.. . -

·_;-~_

. .- : .....~-.---=. __ . :: . :"'_. ._--~·-::- _. . ___ ,. _~-- . -- ...
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The General of the Army approves this recommendation, and says:
The completion of the railroad across the Sangre de Cristo Mountains into the valley of the Rio Grande opens up a most interesting and extensive new country. Twentyfour thousand dollars could not be better expended than on the roads herein described,
and Captain Ruffner is peculiarly qualified for the work.

An appropriation of $24,000 for this work iR accordingly recommenfled.
GEO. W. McCRARY,
8ecretary of Wll'r.
The SPEAKER
of the HO'l!Jse of Representativee.

COPIES OF PEPORTS ON EXISTING AND REQUIRED LINES OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN SOUTHERN COLORADO AND NORTHER~ NEW MEXICO,.
WITH MAPS. ALSO, REPORT AND MAP 01!"' THE SAN JUAN RECONNAISSANCE, 1877.
.

Official copies.
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adjutant- General.
WAR DEPART'MEN1', AD.JUTAN'L'-GENERAJ}S OFFICE,
Washington, March 6, 1878.

..

HEADQUAR1.' illRS DEPARTMEN'l' OF THE MISSOURI,
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER,
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., January 31, 1878.
SIR: Since writing to you unrler date of January 11, 1878, relative to
existing and required lin~s of communication between Southern Colorado and Northern New Mexico, the contracts for wagon-transportation
from the railroad termini in Colorado to points in New Mexico and Arizona lmve been let for the present year, and these contracts show a
saving in actual cost to the government in favor of Garland, Uolo., over
Ell\'Ioro, per 100 pounds for the whole distance, of 22 cents to 59 cents
for the Southern New Mexico posts, of 21 cents for Camp Apache, Ariz.,
and for Fort Wingate the bids are 2 cents greater. The total amount
of freight transported annw.ally to these posts is nearly 2,000,000 pounds.
The government is tllerefore already benefited by the extension of the
railroad to Garland during the past year at least $2,000, and at most
$12,00G; probably about $6,000. Rates to Wiugate and Camp Apache,
in Arizona, are somewhat improved, and will be more so in case the
improvements recommended in my paper are made.
Iuasmuch as it is now settled that Garland will be the shipping point
to posts in Southern and ·west New Mexico, Eastern Arizona, and as
the populated districts in the San Juan region requ~re additional military protection, and therefore facility of communication, a general
summary of the needs may be given thus:
Santa Fe and thence to Southern New Mexico:
Improvement of existing road (estimate) ............. ··---- .......... .'
In case Army-ration may be sold to laborers ................ _. . . $6, 900
Southwest to Fort Wingate and Arizona:
Improvement of road from Puerco Station to Chama Crossing.. 1, 482
Survey of line down the Puerco River to Rio Grande............ 1, 000

$10,340

1, 485
1, 000
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·west of San Juan country:
Proposed Chama-Navajo road (estimate) ....•....•......••.......•• --·
In case Army-ration may be sold to laborers ... --· ...•.......... $6,517
For general use in roads in Southwest Colorado and Northern
New Mexico ...... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ........•... _.. .
In case Army-ration may be sold to laborers . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • 3, 500
TotaL ....... _.. __ ... _.......•.. __ ............. _. . . . . . . .

~9,

$9,775
5,000

402

· 27, 600

The needs for these various items have been fully set forth in the
previous portions of the report.
The especial value of the first item is manifest when g-reater freighting is expected to be done on'r the line.
The call for the Uhama-Navajo line is apparent when it is known tl!at
its construction will save 37.3 miles to a district that is-constantly urging the propriety of building a military post in that vicinity.
The table of population here ofl'ered has just been prepared, and
throws additional light on this matter. '.rhe towns in italics are concerned in the construction of tbis road.
MAIN POPULATED DISTRICTS,

1877.
Population.

Conejos and neighboring plazas (Mexican) ........•....••..................•
Tierra Amarilla plazas (American, 50; Mexican, 800). . • . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • • • • •
Settlers on Rio de Lospinos _. . . . . . . . • • • . . • . • • • . . . • • . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • •
Anirnas City and vicinity.. . . • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . .. • • • • .
Par1·ott City (registered voters 61) ............................ ··---~ .•.• .....
Herrnosa ...•....••....•••...•••......•.••...•••....•.. _. . . . • . • • • • • . • • • • • . . .
Silverton (registered voters 250) ................................ ·.... .... .....
.Adjoining mining carnps (registered voters 150) .... _............. _......... . . . •
Lake City (registered voters 800) .. _.............•.............. _........ _..
Adjoining mining camps and towns_ .......................... _.. . . . • . • . . . • .
Ouray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Adjoining mining camps....................................................
Del Norte (registered voters 500) ................................ ___ . . . • . . . .
The Summit . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

2,390
850
80
450
·125
60
700
400
2, 000
700
700
300
1, 500
125

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

E. H. RUFFNER,
First Lieutenant Engineers.
The ASSIS1'ANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,

Department of the Missouri.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF '-'HE MISSOURI,.
0FFIOE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER,

Fort Leavenworth, Kans., January 11, 1878.
SIR: I have the honor to forward herewith a report on lines of communication between Northern New Mexico and Southern Colorado, accompanied by a map. This r,.eport has been prepared in obedience to
verbal instructions of the department commander.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. H. RUFFNER,
First .Lieutenant Engineers.
The ASSISTANT ADJU1'ANT-GENERAL,

Department of the Missouri.
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HEADQUAR'l'ERS DEPAR'fMENT OF THE MISSOURI,
0FFHJE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER,

Fort Leavenworth, Kans., January 9, 1878.
SIR: l hacl the honor to render you a report under date of January
28, 1876, on lines of communication between Southern Colorado and
Northern New Mexico.
This report was published, together with the map also submittea at
the same time, as Ex. Doc. No. 172, Forty-fourth Congress, first session.
Since that time the railroad extensions, foretold in that paper, have
been made and the reasons there given for asking for appropriations to
complete and construct certain military wagon-roads still remain and
are more permanent.
~ith a view ·of refreshing your memory upon this subject and to describe the present state of these lines of communication and the needs
of new ones, I now submit a report upon this subject mHl a map showing
the countr.r and roads in queRt.ion.
The present railroad termini.are El Moro, near Trinidad, and Garland
,City, near Fort Garland, all in Colorado.
From these two points I will describe the
EXIS'l'JNG LINES OF COMMUNICATION.

F'rom El Moro to the south tbe conditions are favorable to freighting. The grades are very good with the exception of the passage of the
Raton Mountains, which now, in the long, easy slope of the customary
route, present no serious obstacle.
The grass and water are ample in quantity and good in quality.
Delays occur frequently from incidents of the weath('r-unusual snows
at times, heavy rains in the rainy season, or protracted drought at other
periods. Still, these delays do not seriously embarrass trade nor extend over many days at a time. The altitude of the highest point, the
Raton Pass, is not great enough to make any practical differenee in
winter or early spring between this and other portions of the road; and
in fact the uniformly high altitude of the whole area in question renders
the climate more dependent upon this condition than on the element of
latitude, and if the route is in good condition in one portion it is apt to
be so in all. In the rainy season storms sometimes cause the streams
to rise so as to be impassable, but this is exceptional, and the delay is
rarely more than a day or twc, or long enough for the water to run out.
The most important of these streams are bridged. A daily line of stages
runs from Pueblo and West Las Animas, joining at Trinidad, via Fort
Uuion ~nd Las Vegas, to Santa Fe.
From south point Sangre de Cristo range to the Rio Grande.-The next
section of the route to be de8cribed is that embracing the various roads
passing from the east slope of the mountains to the valley of the Rio
Grande. Of these, the most northerly is that up the valley of the Pt>cos
River, and thence, via Santa Fe, to Pena Blanca, on the Rio Grande.
The most southerly pass is via Anton Chico and the canon Blanco to
Albuquerque, and is, pt>rhaps, thirt_v miles farther south. The character of the country now becomes di:tfPrent from that previou~ly encountered. 'l he smooth roads of the prairie are replaced by rocky hills at
times, and at others sandstone strata nearly horizontal in position make
the road difficult and the grass scanty. The canons and sandy or gravelly ridges of the elevated plateau upon which Santa Fe is situated are
succeeded by the saud.v valley of the Rio Grande, and throughout the
whole region the abundant grasses of the eastern front of the mountains
1
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are succeeded by a scanty growth, which a delayed rainy season will
almost cause to disappear. In the canons of the more northerly route
the snows of a late spring sometimes cover the grazing pastures to such
an extent that the starving cattle of the freight-trains, dependent entirely
upon tllis fortuitous grazing, can hardly drag light loads over the heavy
roads. Although the main chain of .lofty mountains abruptly breaks
down in the vicinity of Sauta Fe, still the plateau itself maintains its .
high altitude, and is nowhere lower thau 6,000 feet, continuing in a
southwest direction until south of Albuquerque, when high mountains
again appear. Isolated masses like the Placeres and the Sandia Mountaius form obstacles which are .avoided only by following dowu the canons
which seam their sides. From this plateau to the valley of the Rio
Grande, by all the routes, neces:-;itates a descent of 1,500 feet in from ten
to P-ighteen miles. The greater portion of this fall is by one roa<l concentrated in one tremendous hill at La Bajada. The ascent to this plateau
from the east is fortunately more gTadual, and from Antou Chico, which
has about the same elevation as the Rio Grande at Pefia Blauca, from
thirty to forty miles way be given as oc·c upied i·n the rise. The valley
of the Rio Grande is fortuuate only iu the abundance of good water.
The universal occupation of tillable ground by a crowded population
allows no pasturage that is not already overstocked, and the sandy mesaR furnish a scant substitute, which is only too kindly described as
''poor.'' The roads are good in some places, but are more often sandy.
The ouly route, lwwever, in which the valley of the Rio Grande is followed for any distance is in going from Santa Fe via Algodoues and
Albuquerque, where twenty-three miles are located in the valJey.
From the Rio Grande to Fort Wingate.-From the Hio Grande to Fort
Wingate two routes are followed: the lower, via ~<\lbuquerque, one hundred and twenty-four miles; the upper, to the west from Pefia Blanca,
one hundred and fifty milel-1.
The latter, passing througll the rolling foot-llills of the Valles and J emez Mountains, and across the shattered remnants of the extremity of the
lava: field of the Rio Grande. is tedious with sand, and broken with low
gravel-hills as far as the Jemez River, at San Ysidro. Scanty grass is the
rule, and there is no water between the Rio Grande and the Jemez.
After leaving this portion the road improves, and, alt,hough rolling
and broken, the lava formation of the first few miles no longer appears,
and the abseuce is not a loss.
At the Hio Puerco the new or proposed l'oute comes in from the north,
and from this point to Fort Wiugate the two coincide. Water can be
found eveQ· twelve to eighteen miles; the grazing· improves in qua1ity
and quantity as one goes farther west; and the road is fair-never very
good. never very bad-with sand and clay. The lower route meets the
same obstacle after crossing the Rio Grande. Heavy saud-hills and a
desolate rolling countr,y separate the dry bed of the Puerco from the
Great River of the North. Upon reachmg the berl of the San Jose a
good road is met. Gypsum disappears, muddy pools become a running
stream, and there are agricultural :-;pots. At Blue Water, thirty-eight
miles to the east ~f Fort Wingate, the other route is joiuerl. These two
lines dedate from a direct line in or<ler to pass the imposing mass of
Mount Taylor, and one passes to tlie north as w uch as the other to the
south. This huge pP.ak rears its lofty form, superb in graHdeur and
regal in its isolatiou. · t:;carred . voleanic roe-ks drift down its sides and
are lost in its vastness. Its huge base of thirty miles in length and
fifteen in width forms a worthy foundation to the structure, piercing to
the skies. Easily seen from Santa Fe, one hun<lred miles to the east, it

6
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is the monarch of these desolate, weather-worn, and wasted lauds.
Sandstone mesas, water-washed, reach out from the mountain's skirts
and repel approach.
Over both routes freighting can be done, and easily; but the difference between the ''plains" and these barren mesa-lands, with their
scattered pools of water and scant grass, is very great. Over the upper
road a regular mail-route bas recently been established, a bucklJOard
going twice a week trom Santa Fe to Fort Wingate and returning.
Although freighting and, indeed, communication of every kind bas
heretofore passed from the east to Fort Wingate by the route just described, almost exclusively, still it is not the only way in which it might
be done. In lieu of making tbe detour around the Santa Ji.,e end of the
mountains, they may be crossed to the north and the road correspondingly shortened. As will be shown, there was good reasou why this was
avoided until very recently, and for furtber reasons it will always be
accompanied with objections unless natural obstacles are converted into
aids.
By Fort Garland and the 1.oest of the mmmtains to Santa F e. -Wagon
commuuication between Pueblo and Santa Fe, by the western side of
the Sangre de Cristo range, has been possible for mauy years. It has
always been very difficult until recently; but wito the completion of the
military road from Santa Fe to Taos, a great improvemeut has been
made.
The recent extension of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad to Garland City has materiall.v altered freighting conditions, as will be shown
hereafter.
From Fort Garland to the west and north, til rough the San Luis Park,
fifty -five miles of natural road from the commencement of the route to
the San .Juan mining district; tbirt.v-eight miles to the southwest, over
au excellent natural road, excepting only the croHsing of the Rio Grande,
forms the fir~t section of the proposed route to Fort Wingate and Arizona; fifty-five miles to the south, over the same excellent and leva I road
furnished by tbe San Louis Park, will bring us to the Rio Colorado on
our wa) to Santa Fe; a fine grazing country, with abundance of mountain-streamR. The ouly drawback is, perhaps, that the number of cattle
on the range is too great, and the pastures are overstocked.
We now commence to cross the foot-hills, wllich reach out to the river,
or near it, and the park is left with many feelings of regret and longing
for its beautiful roads.
Rio Colorado to :Taos.-b...,rorn tbe Rio Colorado to Taos about twentyfive miles of bad road is encountered, steep hills, up and down which
the road muHt go. The soil is good, and grazing abundant, and water
is found almost anywhere.
·
The pine forests of the mountains come down over these foot-bills,
and there is a surprising quantity of fine timber. The valleys of the
streams are found in canons, and the lava-field of the Rio Grande has
spurs stretching up tqese canons, to the permanent ruin of all roads
found therein. In order to make this section of the road really safely
passable, work must be done between the Rio Colorado and Taos to
considerable extent, an estimate for wbicll will be found 011 next page.
In the valley of Taos is found at present the most valuable agricultural district in New Mexico. A population of 7,000 is engaged mainly
in the cultivation of wheat and corn. Two flouring-mills are supported
in tbe ·manufacture of wllat is considered peculiarly fine flour. Large
quantities of this flour are consumed in Santa Fe, and during the year
7
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1875, the contract for Fort Union w,a s held by parties who filled it from
this region.
The hill to the south of Red River crossing was a very bad one, but
has been much impFoved by citizen labor, done under the direction of
officers detailed by the commanding officer District of New J\Iexico. The
grade is now good, and little is needed except widening. The next arroyo, to the south of this hill, is very steep, antl although the road on
the north side has been much improved by citizen labor, it is still too
narrow; on the south side is a steep pull for a short distance, which
should be remedied by a new location, at an estimated cost of $400.
The next arroyo is descended by a siding nearly a mile long, made by
much labor, and as it is very narrow, should be widened throughout, at
an estimated cost of $1,000. The south side of San Cristoval Hill is bad,
and should have a new location ; estimate, $500. The north side of Arroyo Hondo Hill is very steep, but work here should be dolle by people
.resident in the valley. The hill of descent into the Orinignilla Arroyo
is sandy and bad. It is susceptible of improvement by digging out the
sand and substituting a layer of clay, which can be found in the bill. .A
new location would be very expensive. E~timate for this work, $700.
Incidental work along the first six miles of the new road constructed
in 1874, in the canon, requires, $300.
The embankment constructed along the lower portion of this upper
-canon work needs strengthening, as it is suhject to wash from high water;
estimate, $1,500.
Two sharp turns in this portion are the worst places in the road, and
being in the midst of lava-rock, as is the greater part of this work, the
expense for correction is great; an estimate not too great is submitted,
.$650.
The cros'iing of the Embudo River, which is impassable in high water,
requires a sub.s tantial pile~bridge about 500 feet long, for which an estimate is made ·of $2,500.
The lower canon road, which is entirely on lava-rock, should be improved by widening the road-bed, which is very narrow here. This
should be done through a distance of about three miles; estimate,
.$1,500.
REC.A.PI1'UL.A.TION.

First arroyo south ofHed River Hill .. ---- .... ·----- ______ ---·---------------Second arroyo south of Red River Hill ..... _.. __ ............. __ ....... __ . ____ .
San Cristoval Hill. ...... -----· ......•....... ------ ................ ____ ......
Crinignilla Hill. ___ ................. _............. _..... ____ .... _.... ____ ....
Incidental work, six miles, upper canon. ___ . ___ ... _ .. _.. ______ . ________ .......
Widening and strengthening embankment .......•........ -----~ ..............
Straightening two had turns .......... ·---·· ........ _........................
Bridge at Embudo River_ ...... __ .... _.. _.. _. _..... _....... __ ......... _.. __ . _
Widening road in lower canon ....... _.......... ____ . __ . __ . ___ .... _.. __ ... _..

$400
1, 000
500
700
300
1,500
650
2, 500
1, 500

Total.---- ................ --··----·· .......... -----· .................. 9,050
allowance having been made for tools, add __ . __ . ___ ._. ___ ......... ___ . ___ .
350
Add 10 per cent. for contingencies ...... __ ....... ·--------· .... ________ ---·....
940

~No

10,340

In case permission can be obtained to sell the Army ration to the
laborers at cost prices~ fully one-third of this can be omitted, leaving,
say, $6,900.
It will be recollected that when this road was opened the difficult
·Character of the work and the limited appropriations made it necessary
·to attempt nothing beyond a practicable route at first, leaving its proper
·COmpletion to the future.
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Tao8 to Santa Fe.-Between Taos and Santa Fe there formerly existed
a very disagrf'eable passage by a steep and bad road over a mountainspur reaching from the main chain to the canon of the Rio Grande.
This spur, called the Picuris Range, could be avoided only by a long
detour crossing the Rio Grande twice. Freight, except such as could
be carried by burros, was almost prohibited, and the customary route
for individuals going from Santa Fe to Fort Garland was via Fort
Union and the t)angre de Cristo Pass in preference to attempting the
more direct line.
Now, however, through the munificence of tbe general governruent,
the new road constructed down the canon of the Rio Grande, a level
route, straighter than either of the old roads, can accommodate all possible travel.
The last forty miles of this route pass through a country remarkable
for its barren desolation; bills of drifting sand or gravelly soil support
almost nothing, and ever_,. spot capable of cultivation is occupied.
li..,reighting by cattle-teams must always be very difficult tllrough this
region. It should be remarked, however, that the approach to Santa
Fe from any direction is but a sligll t impro\ement on this picture.
With the improvement in the road made between Taos and the Rio
Colorado, this line would be far preferable as a stage-route from Garland
to Santa Fe and the south, and, as it is, several days are savecl in travel
by government teams pas~ing between the two places, and drawing
their forage from the regularly-established agencies.
We have now looked at all of the existing routes to the south and
southwest from the railroad termini.
Perhaps, were the freighting eonditions equally as good by the west
of the mountains as by the east, there would be no cause to improve
upon the route last described. But we are here confronted by two
rather remarkable physical features of the country, which it might be
interesting and instructive to describe.
Lava-field of the Rio Grande.-Iu the first place, there is the lavafield of the Rio Grande. This is a tremendous exhibition of volcanic
power. Commencing at the angle between the OonPjos River and the
Rip Grande, in Colorado, one continnous sheet covers the face of the
country to the south for eighty llliles unbroken, and then for fifty miles
farther is now exhibited in outlyiug areas and detached masses, separated from the main body only by the exercise of the power of erosion
through prolongecl ages. One hundred and thirty miles in length, and
perhaps thirty in breadth at its widest place, the area of a principality
lies swallowed up forever. From craters existing, probably, in the San
Antonio Mountain and the Ute Peak, and possibly in other centers, this
fiood poured over the land. Reaching to the east, it was checked by
the mountains of the Sangre de Cristo Range ; flowing to the west, the
mountains and hills of tlw main divide and the spur now between the
Chama and the Rio Grande limited its extent. To the south it was
deflected westwardly by the spur of the mountaius called the Picuris
Range, some fifteen miles south of Taos. Protected by this spur, we
find the east bank of the Rio Grande for many miles free from the fl.ua.
Confined on the west by the slopes of the Jemez Mountains, the breadth
of the fieid is narrowed; but from the village of San Ildefonso to Pefia
Blanca we find the lava on both sides of the Rio Grande, spreading to
the east as far as the valley of the Santa Fe Creek. Secondary centers
in the Jemez Mountaius possibly contributed to this extension, but the
main force of the eruptions was probably felt farther to the north.
However, in this vicinity the edges and extremity of the field ha,·e been
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reached, and there has been so much erosion at places since its deposition that outlying masses, as in the bluffs to the west of San Felipe, alone
remain. Throughout the whole region thus depicted this lava-field is the·
great and controlling ~lement. The streams that have eaten their way
through it with untold difficulty are found iu narrow and (leep canons,
having no laud for cultivat,iou. A dangerous feat for man to descend
these precipices, the passage by an animal is almost impossible. The
Rio Grande passes for eig·ht.Y miles or more through its black abyss,.
with walls of seven or eight hundred. feet in height, crowned with pee
pendicular cliff's of solid lava two and. three hundred feet high. Throughout the whole region there is uo agriculture. The valley of Taos is
formed only by the fortunate detrition of the adjoining mountains
spreading over the edges of this plain a thin soil. Outlying patches are
cultivated at other points near the perimeter of the basin. Agriculture
on the Rio Grande is possible only, as before alluded to, in the section
that was, so to speak, in the lee of the Picuris Range, or from La Joya
to San Ildefonso. The surface of the mesa itself supports a scanty
grass whici.J feeds a few wandering flocks of sheep~ and the d wart' cedar
proves anew its wonderful hardiness. In cousequence of these features,
roads across this countr,y are almost an impossibility. From Oienigilla
to the Ojos Ualientes is found the only wagon-road crossing the mesa
from east to west.
The fortuitous canon of the Rio Chama furnished a route from Santa
Fe to the north west. From Pen a Blanca to the west the road is possible because of the erosion of bluff's which were probably as formidable
once as those of San Felipe, ten miles to the south.
The roau from Fort Garland to Taos keeps to the east of the basin,
touching· it only at the Rio Colorado. and at ti.Je Arroyo Hondo. Lieutenant Morrisou's route in 1872 is una\·ailable because of passiug over
the western shore of this no longer sea of fire, where sterility aud absence of water are the rule.
In the construction of the militarv road from Santa Fe to Taos it was
neces~ary to follow the canon of the Rio Grande from La J oya to Uienigilla, and the expense of the coustruction arose from the uecessity of
passing through the blocks of lava forming the debr'is at the foot of this
gigantic mesa cliff'.
Dnder these conditions the problem of passing to the west of this section becomes a strategic one of turning its flanks. The routes via the
south point of the Sante Fe Range turn it to the south as well as the
range Itself. The proposed route will turn it by the north.
The marls of Santa F e.-The second physical feature remains to be
described. Underlying this gigantic field of lava, probabl.v throughout
its whole exteut, certainly in its southern portion, there exists a series.
of immense beds of marls, sands, and clays, and imperfect .sand and.
limestones. Of many hundreds of feet in thickness, the coarse character of the sand and the immense quantities of gravel show that they
are formed by the very rapid erosion of a lofty mountain -range. From.
this cause the formation of a finely comminuted soil has been impossible. Barrenness aud desolation are the results, and ti.Je country to the·
south of the Picuris Range and Santa Fe and its vicinity suffers accordingly.
The foot-hills of the mountains and the valley of the Rio Grande are
alike sandy and sterile. Narrow strips of ground are irrigated in the
immediate vicinity of the streams, but away from these feebly-green
spots aridity and bleakness extend. There is no grass except during the
few weeks succeeding an unusually protracted rainy season. Oattle learn
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to eat anything that is green, and the sight of the goat eating the thorny
stems of the tall cactus is no more striking to the stranger than to see
the gaunt ox feeding on the running pine and the dwarf cedar. Sheep
and cattle are driven from this· region to the "Oont>jos Country," full
sixty miles, to pasture and to winter. The valley of the Chama is similar in its character. being formed by the excavation of the same beds of
marl, and the Rio Grandf' below the junction of this stream. never loses
its predominant characteristic of sand. These marls extend to Santa
Fe and fartlwr south. 1 he Santa Fe Creek irrigates a small portion of
tillable land some six miles or more in length in the immediate vicinity
{)f Santa Fe. Besidf's this and a starving hamlet at Galisteo no sign of
-ciYilization breaks the desert solitude of sand and gravel that stretches
southwardly down this elevated plateau, save the isolated ranches near
the rare springs of water, such usAful oases iu the passage of this divide.
The civil division of the country of Santa Fe very nearly covers this
barren area from the Rio Pojoaque to Galisteo. In this country, with a
population, by the last census, of 9,699, there is reported as the total area
of improved land 10,925 acreR only, with a total annual value of farmproducts of $99,410, or about $9 per acre. This in a country where corn
is cheap at 2 cents per pound. 'rue production of wheat was given at
6,314 bushels anrl corn 20,262 bushels. Beyond necessary working-cattle
and horses no stock except sheep are kept in this region; 630 having
been reported as the total of "other cattle," held in the country. To
avoid the la,·a-tield in going to the we~t by the south from Fort Garland we necess~rily encounter at least sixty-seven mile~ of this desert.
It might not be an impertinent digression at this point to answer the
question why was Santa Fe established in the face of these disadvantages~. Its lovely eli mate, protected }IS it is from the north by its near
mountains, and ele,Tated at 6,840 feet into an atmosphere charming in
its freedom from moisture and balmy in its mildness, may perhaps have
bad its influence. Au abundance of excellent water is found at a short
depth by digging wells at almost any point of the Iocalit.Y and fresh and
sw-eet; it alone ib those region8 is reason sufficient for settlements. Tbe
immediate vicinity probably supplied its earlier inhabitants with sufficient food for their limited numbers. By reason, then, of these two fot·midable features it has not been advisable heretofore to use the route thus
described in passing· from Colorado to Western New Mexico. As shown,
however, progress in railroads has made this route a desirable one to
Southern New Mexico in case it shall be improved, as indicated before,
between Taos and Fort Garland.
It is now necessary to describe the lines of reconn:tissance and survey
examined in search of a new route, and to give a general view of the
.country throngh which they pass.
1

DESCRIPTION OF NEW ROUTES SURVEYED.

Lieutena,n t Morrison's route in 1872.-In 1872 LieutAnant Morrison
made a reconnaissance by the west side of the Rio Grande. Urossing the
rh·er at Meyer's Ferry, he went down the lava.fi.eld near its western
edge to Ojo Caliente; thence by a long curve to the west and north he
crossed the Chama some fifty .three miles from Ojo Caliente; from this
point down the course of the Puerco to the road from Pefia Blanca to
Wingate, and witb it to that place. Unfortunately his report was not
as full as it might have been, and I shall endeavor to supplement it from
other sources.
~t is an interesting historical fact that during the suppression of
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the Indian insurrection in New Mexico by the Spaniards in 1G90-'93,
an expedition to conquer the Pueblos of the Taos Valley having ueen
longer in its undertaking than presupposed. found itself blocked up on
its return to Santa Fe by snow in the Picuris Range. Fearing to attempt the passage under the cicrumst,ances, the plan was adoptPd of
going north iuto the Utah country, now Colorado. crossing the l'iver
above the canon of the river Graude, probahl~· in the .vicinity of the Rio
OosWla, aud then returning to the south. The line of march on the
west side of tlle river was the same as that followed by Lieutenant Morrison, and the lapse of one hundred and eighty years has found us in
nearly as intimate a knowledge of this country as the Spaniards had
then.
Conejos to the 0/tama.-The lava country, of course, through its wlwle
extent, furnishes hard roads, level in stretches, and very rough from
detached fragments, whicll have an almost perfect hardness, weathering very slowly and never crushing into macadam. The canons of the
water-courses on this route and the edges of the field are desm~nded by
very rough and very bad roads, incapable of permanent improvement,
and not even easy to be bettered.
The longe~t cti~tance without water is tweuty-five and one-half miles,
bPing that from leaving the Conejos and its tributaries to some waterholes on the lava-field. The last stretch of seventeen and one-half miles
into Ojo Caliente is without water, and as the road has left the lava, the
sand of the marl formation tllus discovered makes the traction difficult.
Rolling countr;v and steep hills between Ojos Calieptes and the
crossing of the Chama, in addition to the undesirableness of the preceding section, do uot teud to reconcile one to the loug detour tilus
made between the Conejos and Upper Uhama in order to avoi,a the
mountains of the direct line. In this section Lieutenant Morrison examined three routes, and of these recornmenJed one which would Iw.cessitate some work before it couid be used by wagons. The others have
objections to their use in being longer and in other features of. a physical character.
Were tbe (mrve of the more level route located through a prosperous
region, or were the roads smooth and quickly traveled, with good grass
and abundant water at reasonable distances, it might not be considered worth while to attempt to shorten the 1ine by passing over a chain
of mouutains. But when the mouutain-route has its usual advantage
of water at all points and good ~Tass, awl its grades are fa.irly reasonable, the question of cost of construction may well be con8idered. And
when in addition to this the saviug in distance, as in this case, amounts
to fifty-five miles, the economy of a judicious investmeut is well-nigh
manifest.
The Jemez Mountains.-The mass of the Jemez and Ga.llinas Mountains necessarily deflected Lieutenant Morrisou's line, and the northwestern point of this obstruction was the objective from Fort Garland
selected by me in the line surveyed. The mountaius form a bold and
imposing feature in the landscape. Risiug in swelling masse~ aud terraces, they are always grand in effect and graceful in outline. Culminating in one high summit, every defense of bastion and outl,ving
rampart seemed combined for its protection, alike from the attack of
man or the fiery onslaught of natives. Though lofty enough to be surrounded by the summer-clouds and darkened ·by the summer-storms,
these mountains are not of sufficient area to form and protect mountainstreams, as does the Sangre de Cristo range. Agriculture, therefore,
is represented only by the scanty fields of the Jemez River or the with-
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ered banks of the Puerco. No communication exists through its forbidding canons, uor indeed does the prospect even in"Vite a search.
Rio Chama to Wingate.-To the westward still we find the great Atlantic and Paeific divide, with a general direction of south-south west.
Having turued the Gallinas Mountains, our crossing of the Rio Uhama
is found to be probably not more than fifteen or tweuty miles to the
ea:st of the crest of the divide. From this point to Blue Water station,
a c.listance of one hundred and forty-seven miles, the road is sensibly
parallel to the line of the crest. Bacon Spring is found on the west, aud
is the fir~:;t water encountered on the Pacifie slope.
The geueral character of the country, from the line of the road to the
north and west, is "Vel'.)' much the same everywhere. Recent sedimentary rocks, and soil from their detrition, are the geological features.
The altitude of the divide is not great, rarely over 7,000 ftet, aud the
rain-fall is \er_y slig·ht. But the soft soil washes very ea. .il_y aud the
water-courses to the west become canous at short distances from the
sources. Two of these canons have been earefully examined aud described.
The Caiiou del Chaco was reported b.v Lieutenaut Simpson, in 1849t
to coutaiu remains of a former population of considerable size. Its
rocky walls now look down only on a dry bed and dusty ruins. Pueblo
succeeding pueblo formerly lined the banks of what must have been a
fertile river-vallej·. To-day not even is it safe for the passing train to
depend upon finding sufficient water there except duriug the rainy
sea8oll.
Capt. J. H. Macomb pa:ssed through the Calion Largo in 1859, finding
it still morP. desoLtte than the Canon Chaco, although exhibitiug ruins
inllicating former habitation. The great divide itself is uot a precipitous chain of mountains, but rather a rounded plain, and the whole
country is made up of approximately plain surfaces, now cut up into
gigantic sandstone mesas, crumbling, dry, and barren. The only routes
that can be followed are by the gorgeR between. It i8 impossible to
cross the 1'\ystem, save with much work and many detours. Tue topography of this feature is well illustrated by the detail sheets of the accompanymg atlas aud alsu by the general map.
However desirable it might be to rectify t!Je line of the route between
Chama and Fort Wingate, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to do
so with a wagon-road. If we pass to the west, we shall find ourselves
on the dry crest of the didde; if still farther to the west, we are in a
dearth of water, and a difficult line to travel for all possible reasons.
Lieut. G. S. Au<lerson, Sixth Cavalry, surveyed in 1874, under my
directions, two routes over tbe C!Jama spur of the main range. These
two routes led from the settlements on the Couejos to the Wingate or lower
crossing of the Chama. MY former report contains minute details of
these lines, both in respect of natural obstacles and proposed means of correction. Since that time chartered toll-roads have been commenced over
both of these lines, and this whole subject will be reviewed further 011.
Lieut. C. A. H. McCauley, Third Artillery, on duty in this office, was
detailed in the spriug under the specific instructions of the department
commander to examine and report upon all exiRting or needed roads· in
Southwestern Colorado and Northwestern New Mexico. An immense
amount of information on this subject bas beem obtained, and is now
being digested. At present Lieutenant McCauley submits a report upon
those lines le:-tding to the southwest from Fort Garland across the O!Jama
spur and thence to the lower New Mexico country, the Fort Wingate
region or the south west, and the San Juan country or the west. All
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of these routes are of great importance in a military point of view, and
Lieutenant McCauley's descriptions and summary are of value, and his
-conclusions as hereinafter given are approved by me and incorporated
in my own general summary formed later.
At the close of Lieutenant Me Cauley's portion of this report the re- ·
mainings portions of the routes in question will be described and the gen-eral recommendations made.
THE SAN JUAN COUNTRY.

This noted region, bidding fair to become in time one of the richest
silver-producing sections in the world, iR that portion of Color<::~.do lying
in the southwestern part of the State, to which of late emigration has
rapidly increased, and the attention of capital been attracted by its fine
agricultural valleys and the great naint>ral wealth of its mountains, so
that several towns and numerous settlements have sprung into existence in remote localities, while much of the country has been occupied
with a view to farming and pastoral pur~mits.
Tbe appellation of H San J nan" is derived from the river of the same
name, iuto which pour all the streams and waters of the lower conutry.
Loug before the advent of the white man upon the continent its uanks
teemed with au unknown population of whose habits and mode of lif~
history speaks not and tradition is silent, with naught to aid the intelligent investigator save fragmentar.v pottery and the ruins of their dwellingH. After long lapses of time, their former lands are being occupied
by the progressive Anglo-Saxon in his inexorable movement westward.
Within the last quarter of a century, the country had been penetrated
in part by explorers, and reports of the wonderful wealth in its mountains had attracted thither, at the risk of death from hostile red-men,
numbers of prospectors. A tide of immigration set in, and nearly two
decades have passed since the same kind of adventurous spirits as at
present may be found there were flocking to the country. Disappointments, continual attacks of hostile Indians, and other causes combined
to stay the tide, and with its reflux the lands were left to the tribes that
possessed them by virtue of original habitation.
A comparative wilderness, unoccupied by whites, the country remained unnoticed or forgotten until 1870, when it was again penetrated
by a small party of prospectors with the resulting discovery near the
present town of Silvertown of the ''Little Giant," a gold lode famous
for the value of its ore and notorious in subsequent litigation. Their
wonderful discovery, bruited abroad, was the cause of another influx,
solely of hard.v prospectors, resulting in the establishment of a permanent population.
In the treaty of March 2, 1868, Retting aside for the Utes all, save a
fragment, of Colorado west of the one hundred and seventh meridian,
the San Juan land became a definite portion of the Indian reserve.
Their number!:; and hostility were too powerful to be overcome by the
settlers within their country; the white man demanded the valuable
territory of the weaker one, and force compelled him to yield. What is
generally known as the Brunot convention, from the name of the United
States commissioner, ensued. Articles of agreement for the cession of the
San Juan were entered into September 13, 1873, by the confederated
Utes, and the necessary satisfaction made by Congress April 29, 1874.
The portion ceded by the Brunot convention contains about 6,000 square
miles, and includes all of the rich mineral sections save the Summit
District, a gold region; that part of the State generally known as the
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San Juan country, comprising·, however, in addition to the above contiguous territory aggregating over 13,000 square miles, one-eighth of
the entire State, and an area equal to that of Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and Connecticut combined.
In the lower portion of the great Continental Divide, in a general direction of northwest and southwest, is for 125 miles or more known as the
San Juan Mountains, including many lofty peaks and spurs.
For convenience of treatment, the main agricultural region, watered
by streams and rivers springing from the summits and flowing down on
the southern and western trend of the range all on the Pacific watershed, may be distinguished as the lower country; the rest the upper.
LINES OF COMMUNICATION.

Roads are the high ways of civilization. Their construction is the first
and essential stage in the gradual development of any section. Without an easy outlet for its resources, no country, however productive, can
acquire that wealth and prosperity which free and easy communication
alone can furnish. This is particularly so in an inland section and a
mountainous region. Th~ discovery of the precious m~tal is almost invariably made by one or more adventurous prospectors, whose outfit, of
the most modest nature, is generally borne upon "burros," or jackasses,
capable of climbing over difficult mountainous country. Witu the discovery of a. fine mineral deposit, tueir log- cabin is established, becoming
the nucleus of a mining-camp. The outlet aud inlet by a trail permitting pack-trains only with the advent of new-corners, an embryo town
appears, and well-watered lands en route are taken up for grazing and
farming purposes.
\Vith increasing signs of permanency and material wealth, the necessities for a wagon-road become daily more evident, until it is fiuaJly furnished by some enterprising capitalist, or a stock company, and the
settlement is opened to the basis of supply.
From this dates permanent prosperity. Slow-moving pack-animals
are succeeded by more rapid freight-trains, with greater carrying facilities, higlt prices for commodities of life and business are diminished.
and the stage-coach appears upon the scene. Easy access, well-rewarded
labor, and profitable investments invite the laborer and immigrant, as
well as the speculator. The country increases in agricultural and mining
industry until, with the lapse of time, the railroad approaches and the
frontier settlement assumes a metropolitan air; and on the march of
civilization continues.
The roadlil of the San Juan are, therefore, of prime importance, and
whatever can be done to sborteu the lines of communication and open
as yet undeveloped sections will be of the first and m<;>st material value.
The recent advance of the Denver and Rio Grande (a narrow-gauge
railroad) over tbe Sangre de Cristo Range bas enabled it to eontrol all
the freight and passeuger traffic destined for the San Juan, as well as
all of New Mexico, save the northeastern part. Its present terminus is
Garland City, 62-- miles from Fort Garland, situated in the eastern part
of San Luis Valley, at the foot of the western slope of the mountain,
whence travel for the upper country passes northwest to Del Norte and
via the toll-road up the canon of the Rio Grande to the settlements beyond, while that for the lower takes its course due south west, passing
Conejos, a Mexican plaza, known also as Guadalupe.
Of the lower country the seat of the largest population is that part
of the valley of the Animas known as the Animas Park, lying in a gen-.
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eral direction north and soutb, and containing- over 10,000 acres of tillable
land, susceptible of easy irrigation, above which, and be.vond the grand
canon of the river, lies the largest populated region and the seae of the
greatest mineral wealth.
Silverton, upon the Animas, and other towns and contiguous mining
camps, may be reached from the railroad and Del Norte directly by following up the valley of the Rio Grande and crossing the mountain-rangethat forms the divide between the waters of that and the Animas; more
indirectly, by reaching the lower country and the Animas, and thence
passing up the canon of the river.
As the lower country is the least favored with respect to outer communication, it may be well to ·first consider it. Hemmed in upou the
north and east, which, with outlying spurs that contain many peaks of
great altitude and few practicable or natural passes, the summits of the
moun tain-chaiu lie approximately in the arc of a circle with Pagosa Springs
nearly at the centr-r. It is, moreover, south of the position of Garland
City but 11 miles, being about 100 miles west thereof. From tl..te railroad
terminus all roads to the lower country at present have a common: point,.
viz, the crossing of the Chama at the plaza of Los Ojos, one of the villages of the Tierra Amarilla section, whence the main-traveled line, known
as the " Upper road," passes to the Animas, via Pagosa Springs, while
the distauce to the Animas is greater by this than by the route called
Lhe ''Middle road," which, passing by the Laguna de los Uaballas, Piedras de Legunados, and the Canon Curagon, to the San Juan below the
mouth of the Navajo, and crossing the Rio Piedra and Rio de los Pinos,
unites with the upper road on the Rio Florida; it is preferable to the
latter, on account of more frequent water and the fine grazing along the
route, timber being everywhere abundant. Hence, from its natural position and the relative points of supply, Pagosa becomes a strategic point,
and the line which will easiest aud quickest enable travel to reach it
will, and in fact must, become the popular and frequented route.
The Rio Grande River, which emerges from the mountains at Del
Norte, taking a southeasterly course through the San Luis Valley, is,
during most of the Jear, easily passed, being fordable with but little
difficulty at a number of points from Del Norte south. Like all streams,
however, that spring from lofty summits in the main range and are fed by
banks of eternal snow, it is subject to great increase in its waters during
the spring mouths of the year. TL.te small brooks become \VaYing rivers 7
and with difficulty are crossed, wilere earlier and later the passage may
be a matter of no difficulty. At such times the Rio Graude is a formidable barrier, aud cau be crossed ouly by bridge or ferry. A few miles
below Del Norte a bridge over the river secures travel of all kinds from
any interruption at all seasons, while that below, bound southwest, finds
passage during high stages of water in one or two ferries that are located
on the lines of travel.
1'HE LOWER COUN1' RY-GARLAND 1'0 CONEJOS.

From Garland City to Con~jos an•l the southwest two route~ are
optional. The first, in a general south westerly course north and not·
far from the Hio Trinchera, crosses tile Rio Grande just above its mouth,.
at a distance of 19~ miles from Fort Garland and 26 miles from Garland
City. Thence it contiuues some 26~ miles due south westerly along the
north bank of tile Rio Conejos, a tributary of the Rio Grande, with its.
mouth a mile. below the Trinchera, reaching the plaza of Uonejos at a
distance from the railroad of 52~ miles .
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Part of the way on this route another road may be taken by crossing
the Trinchera a few miles below Fort Garland ancl continuing south of,
and near it, about as far distant as the former above. It reaches the
Rio Grande at the mouth of the Conejos, whence, passing due west, it
eomes into the other road at a distance of 4 miles. While no appreciable distance is saved by this route, its only advantage ordinarily being,
perhaps, a preferable ford to the onA at Stewart's, it, like other points,
presents no cros~:;ing-place over the Rio Grande during high-water seasons and hence will not be considered.
The second route from Garland City passes a little west of soutb to
the Rio Culebra, crossing it at Mexican plaza of Lower Culel>ra, thence
southwest to the Rio Grande, where is the ferry formerly kept by Mr.
Frerl. Meyer, now in the bands of Senor Valdez, 39~ miles from Garland
City, 33 from the fort; thence the road passes due west to Conejos, 18 miles
distant, and 57~ from the railroad. Both roads 1ie wholly in San Luis
Valley and are natural ones, as easy in traveling and as hard as the
ordinary prairie, save in a few places where they are heavy from shifting ~muds, a belt of which extends over the valley.
In .June, while in that section, a whirlwind would here or there keep
in sight almost constantly a cloud of sand, and as they occasionally
passed, they shut out completely earth and sky, filling eyes and ears,
taking along hats and other movables if possible-happily a brief visitor, leaving as a sou-venir a fine stratum of sand. Tho height to which
these modng, flying pillars rose, seemingly gatberi ng strength as they
whirled along, was very great. The approach to the Rio Grande on the
upper ·or Trinchera road is over low ground. During the high-water
season the river reaches back for some distance upon either side, and
with its diurnal fall and rise the ground, at other seasons bard and dry,
is changed to a marsh, and easy access to and from the river-ferry is for
heav~., teams often quite problematical.
In our crossing the ferry in June last, one of the wagons of the train,
in the detour which is selected as the best approach upon the eastern
bank, mired twice in the boggy-ground, and caused a delay of two
hours; upon the opposite shore another long and tedious delay resulted,
the road being two feet under water, necessitating unloading by baud
in water above the knees. There is a bend in the course of the river
just above the ferry, and as the ground here rises but slowly from the
stream outward, it is at the best a faulty location for such a purpose.
Tbe river was then about 150 feet in width, with a very rapid current. The ferry-boat, rather a small affair, about 20 feet in length,
barely held an army-wagon and the wheel span of the team; a flimsy rail
was along each side, protection chiefly in appearance, eaeh mule requiring holding during the passage. In taking over the cavalry escort, the
horses were led on the boat, ht>ads alternating np and down stream, to
equalize the load, which was limited to eight. A crossing with horses
only was made in eight minutes, and four six-mule wagons, including
the teams, were ferried over safely in one and a quarter honrs. A small
pier or plauking of some kind was lackjng, nothing of service in the nature of gang-way being provided. The rates charged were, for single
horsemen, 50 eents; light wagons, $1.25; two-horse wagons; $1.50, and
four-horse wagons, $1.75. Tbe ferriage was, however, reduced iu consequence of the :-~ize of the party to 25 cents per animal, riding and team,
witll no charge for wagons. Tht> more direct and better road, as before
stated, is up the course of the Conejos river, above and skirting the
edge of the plaiu, always hig·h and dry; it is, however, nearly barren of
grazing, in need of which the command took a left-hand road at a distance
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of about 12 miles from the ferry; this passes over what is known as the
Island, a long point of land included between the San Antonio and
Conejos Rivers, across which, during high water, flows a net-work of
small streams, rendering it the best watered and most fertile land in
this section; it is, without doubt, the garden-spot of the entire valleys of
the two rivers, and would be literally '':flowing with milk and honey,"
were it in the hands of eastern farmers instead of those of Mexican descent, whose ambition is generally satisfied with cigarettes and a'' buile."
The Conejos was crossed at the plaza of Los Cerritos (more properly called Las Sierritas, the "Little mountain," taking the name from
some high hills that are grouped near by), whence the road soon passed
into that from Chavez ferry to. Conejos.
The passage of the Conejos was made without loss, though not without difficulty, the stream high and rapid, with about a six mile current,
was in the beds of the rivers, and one of the team-mules falling in the
river and becoming entangled in the harness, was with difficulty saved
from drowning. From the appearance of the banks at 1 o'clock p. m.,
it was evident that the water had very lately fallen fully a foot.
Chavez ferry.-The ferry on the lower road differs in location, &c.,
materially from that above. It is in a direct line 18 miles south of it,
by the wipdings of the river about twice as much; a trail leading down
from the upper ferry, which is called by the Mexicans but 12 miles.
This ferry, formerly known as Myer's Ferry, and described in 1874 as a
"dilapidated affair," was purchased from Mr. Myer in the spring of 1875
by Senor Caledrina Valdez, the present owner, for $450. The boat
sunk in the following fall, and last spring it was replaced by the present
one, very serviceable aud greatly superior to Stewart's. It is about 45
feet long and 12 in width and strongly constructed of stout timbers.
A strong side railing is provided, and a small row-boat is in tow, for a
possible necessity, certainly a nice precaution; for the river in June was
here 10 feet in depth and about 250 feet in width. The cable is firmly
held upon strong piles about a foot in diameter, with heavy triangular
braces, thence passing over a windlass to the rear. The crossing with
a load was made in four minutes. The charges are about the same as
at Stewart's; its capacity greater. The owner reported that at a single
crossing they bad carried 400 sheep, the charge for the trip being $5.
In its location this ferry has, furthermore, an advantage over its rival.
The river is here about 25 feet below the general surface of the plain,
and as the road descends gradually and easily, no possible miring of
teams can occur. A short distance below this point the Rio Grande
enters its long canon, which increases in depth southward, the lava
sides vertical or piled with sharp-edged rock, perfectly impassable, and
a veritable scene of desolation in nature.
To the San Antonio River, en route to Conejos from the ferry, the road
s ~magnificent natural one, fine, hard, and level; on the way, upon either
side, some two or three miles off, rise rounded hills with sand-stone
strata, on which lay the cold, volcanic rocks, blessed with but little timber, and thatbutapoor pinon, with an occasional cedar, the only kind that
will befriend so dismal, inhospitable a surface. Lava rock lie strewn along
the bases of the hllls and out over the plain everywhere; its hot aud
. parched surface relieved only by an occasional breeze from the mountains to the west. Its vegetation is exceedingly sparse, almost nothing
save sage-brush and a few cacti breaking the monotony. No grazing
can lJe found at or near the ferr,y, nor on the lower road to any extent beyond the crossing of the Trinchera, until the San Antonio is
H.Ex.66-2
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reached. The latter was found very high and the ordinary ford. impracticable, necessitating our crossing a mile lower down.
Of the two routes from Garland to Conejos, the upper or Trinchera is
preferable. Its chief disadvantage is the inferior condition, in addition
to low approaches of Stewart's ferry as compared with that of Chavez,
the latter as a crossing being greatly preferable. The upper route bas,
however, several ad.vautageR over tlle lower not to be lost sight of, which
are mainly1st. It is considerably shorter.
2<1. Its bard surface or natural road, save a small sandy portion, less
than half of that on tlle other.
3d. Wood, water, and sufficient grazing for convenient camping places
at no long interval~, the Conejos teing timbered with cotton wood.
4th. Except the l{io Grande, but a single stream of any importance
to be crossed, the Rio Conejos at the plaza of Conejos (or Guadalupe),
·while on the lower road are the Trinchera and Culebra east of the
Rio Grande, and the San Antonio on the west. By one route a bridge
is essential for tlle Cont>jos, by the other for the passage of the San Antonio. At the plaza of Conejos the river was formerly passed by a
bridge which was, they there informed me, washed away in 1874. After
numerous resolutious to replace it, the citizens have let the matter drop,
and teams now find their way over as best they may. At the town, fortunately, there is a spot where the river broadens to over three times its
usual width, so that generally a passage may be found. The river here
is about 200 yards and the approaches low, so that a slight rise in the
water materially increases the difficulties of passage. A superior location
may be found not far distant aud the river bridged at a cost not exceeding $1,300.
CONEJOS TO PAGOSA.

Communication between the above may be considered under the following beads :
1st. Old line via Tierra Amarilla section.
2d. New line via Tierra Amarilla section.
3d. Proposed lines.
1st. The old lines.- Up to the present summer the only mode of access
from the railroad to the Lower San Juan was from Conejos southward to
Ojo Caliente and northwest to Tierra Amarilla, a distance of 150 miles.
A cut-off above Ojo Caliente via Cueva, sborteniug this distance to 120
miles, has diverted travel in its favor. It is in general a good and easy
road, being largely over country witb. a ha.rd and level surface, having
been the scene of some volcanic eruption; some mesas passed over present difficult points, the chief objections, however, being the absence of
grazing and the long distance between water making it an exceedingly
hot summer route.
•
Crossing the Obama at Los Ojos, where it was about 75 feet wide, 2~ feet
deep, the "upper" route is over a natural road, through low valleys or
over gently undulating hills, covered with fine grass wherever sheepherds [pay not have tarried. The Continental Divide is here a line of
sharp wesas of the steepest kind, 400 to 600 feet in height, wit.h sandstone outc1 oppings and sides timbered with scrubby pinon. The road'
winds so geutly through an easy pass between, that one can scarcely
realize the passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific watershed. A
dearth of water existed in July last between the Obama and Navajo,
and for 33 miles no running water was found, although many dry beds
of streams were met with, which heavy rain-storms of the previous day
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and night had failed to fill. The soil is to some extent alkaline, and
upon pools of rain-water our camp depended. From the Navajo to Pagosa, 23 miles, water is abundant, the Blanco and tributaries being
rossed en route. Pagosa being 56 miles from the Chama at Los Ojos,
necessitated a journey of 206 miles to reach it from Conejos-reduced
to but 176 via Cueva-a long and tedious trip.
- -:t
2d. New lines via the T·ierra Arnarilla secUon.-From Conejos two roads
are now constructing, both following the g·eneral lines of snrve.v examined by l;ieutenant .Anderson, Sixth Cavalry, in 1874, in obedience to
instructions from the chief engineer of the department.
The first, which may be known as the
CIIA1fA ROUTE,

ascends the Conejos for 11 miles in a fertile and cultivated valley over a
natural road-bed. Its direction is a little south of west, and its grade
during this distance only about 39 feet per mile, or less than 9 inches
rise per 100 linear feet, practically a level. From this point it passes
nearly westwardly for 20 miles, in which it reaches the Los Pinos Creek,
above the deep and impassable calion of the central part of the stream,
along which it follows for about 3 miles, thence ascending the low divide
that separates the watershed of the Conejos and its tributaries from that
of the Chama and its branches, it passes to the slopes of the latter
streams, with its highest point not over 9,800 feet. In this section the
average grade is about 75 feet per mile, or a rise of 1~ feet in 100
linearly.
As the summit of the divide is approached, a number of low hills of
gentle slopes are passed, along whose sides easy grades, at no point exceeding a 3 to 4 foot rise per hundred linearly, are readily obtainable,
so that at no point is there anything so difficult to overcome as to need
. special mention. Leaving its westerly course, the road passes southwest for 13 miles, following first a tributary and then the Chama itself,
and in a southerly direction by the banks of the river, some 16~ miles, to
Tierra Amarilla, as the main plaza, Los Nutritas (2 miles beyond Los
Ojos), is generally called, a totallengtlJ of 60.69 miles, as measured last
July. The entire route is well supplied with grazing, timber, and
water; springs and nutritious grasses being particularly abundant in
the most elevated regions. Via this line, the distance of Pagosa from
Conejos is reduced to 114.7 miles.
In the spring of 187o, a settlement called Park View was located 2
miles above Los Ojos, in the valley of the Chama, by a Chicago and
Santa Fe company. Circulars with information of an enticing character
to promote immigration were circulated. The town was passed on the
9th of July last, in a lovely valley with about 8 acres, not exceeding 10 at
most, under cultivation; eight cabins of the settlers being scattered about
in the fine forest adjoining. The charter for the road from Canejos to
Los Ojos was taken out with the view of making it a feeder to the colony, diverting trade of the vicinity from Los Nutritas, its present
center.
To have reduced so materially the long detour by Ojos Caliente or
Cueva was a desideratum; and to avoid this, travel at once started over
the Chama line by Park View, it being announced last spring by those
in charge of its construction that it was passable. The apparent object
was accomplished, that of gettiug teams over a part of the road which
nature bad prepared, when, part way in, rather than return, the freighters
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would work along to enable their teams to get through; for in no sense
{)f the term was there a way ground in existence over most of the route.
Having been personally and authoritatively assured in June that no
difficulty w~atever would be experienced in getting through a wagontrain, 'as much machinery had already been transported over it, we
started from Conejos July 4, reaching Tierra Amarilla on the afternoon of
the 9th. Over the central part of the route, three entire days were taken
up in going 19! miles. This distance was over side slopes, summits of
bills, and some arroyas; the train being gotten over safely, however, by
changing the front wheels of each wagon to the up-hill side, the rear
ones being on the lower om~, holding up the wagons with ropes, using
large logs as pulleys and picket lines in ascenrling arroyas, and resorting
to similar expedients.
While the general route is one perfectly adapted to the end in view,
the location was found very faulty, the road passing over tops of little
bills and abruptly down the ends, instead of seeking a uniform and
-easy grade along the sides. I have been since informed by the officers
of the road company that it is now everywhere in complete order-new
locations having been made in the faulty localities. Lieutenant Gibbon
traveled o-ver this road in September, reaching Tierra Amarilla from
]"'ort Garland in four days. His report contains no remarks on this
part of the road, except that 12 miles remained uncompleted.
The second and rival route, which may be known as the
SAN ANTONIO,

in contradistinction to the former, approaches nearer a direct line.
Ascending the valley of the Conejos, to include the plaza of San Raphael,
it passes south across the plain to the plaza of San Antonio and contiguous towns in the fertile valley of that ri \"er, near which it is crossed.
Thence it passes almost due south, near the right or east bank of the
river, and between it and San Antonio Peak, following what was an
old Indian trail southwest over the divide. Thus far the construction
will be inexpensive, as there is at present a hay-road used by the :Mexican teams up to this point-the chief items of cost being slopes of volcanic mesas that are met with, and the bridge over the river. When
once put in traveling order, this part will but rarely need repair.
From the time of departure from the San Antonio, west of the Peak,
until the volcanic field intervening to the mountains bas been passed,
occurs an interval, much less than a day's drive, however, between
water, after which it is found at short intervals. The route over the
range is similar to that of the Chama line, over an easy pass and
through low valleys or depressions between the elevated ridges.
Several small streams, tributary to the Servilleta, a creek flowing
southeast into the Rio Grande, are crossed near their heads, together
with one on the Chama or Brazos watershed. Thence it passes to Las
Nutritas, not far from its· head and some eight miles distant from the
plaza of the same name (Tierra Amarilla), to which It proceeds along
the bank of the stream in a westerly direction, the total length of the line
from Conejos being 55 miles. Over this latter part is already a road
used by hay-wagons, and along the trail followed in general by the
route Mexican shephel'ds have for years driven to and fro their numerous flocks-a favorite range, on account of the fine grazing and water in
the mountain parks and valleys.
Timber being abundant in the elevated regions, there will be little
expense, save where it may be needed for small bridges or corduroy.
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The route being much of the way parallel to the line of drainage, there
will be obviated what are always two items of considerable expense in
such localities-cutting on side slopes for embankment, and side ditching above the road for drainage. The melting of snows on the mountain slopes, and the thawing of frozen surfaces in the spring, keep such
a surface constantly moist, and a road inclined to the flow of water
boggy and miry to a great extent, on being traveled.
Save the short section of 8 miles from Nutritas Creek to the plaza of
that name, the entire road will be a portion of the shortest line en route
from the railroad to Port Wingate and the Arizona posts. From the
Nutritas, the latter passes southwest to the Rio Nutria and the Chama,
reaching the latter at the mouth of the former, where it is intended to
bridge the river.
To consider briefly this in relation to the route to Fort Wingate, tile
distance, as surveyed by Lieutenant Anderson ih 1874, is from the point
of departure from the road to Tierra Amarilla (which place is 8 miles
distant; Conejos being 47), down to the crossing of the Rio Chama, near
the mouth of the Rio Nutria, 18.2 miles, making the Chama crossing
distant from Conejos, by this, the San Antonio line, 65.2 miles.
Via the Chama road, as above stated, the distance from Conejos to
Tierra Amarilla is 60.7 miles. The crossing of the Chama l~i ver by the
Wingate road, having been found to be 14.5 miles distant from Tierra
Amarilla, in an examination made during September last, by Lieut.
D. J. Gibbon, Ninth Cavalr;v, we have the following summary to the
Fort Wingate route:
.....
....

o..o

R@

Wingate crossing of the Chama River-

I

s-;::;
~

~C!l
R

Via Chama route :tnd Tierra .A marilla........................................
SanAntonioroute ................................•......................
Distance saved by San Antonio .....................................

Miles.
75. 2
65.2

Miles.
121. 2
111.2

Miles.
127. 7
117.7

l-0-l-0- ~-lO

A charter for the construction of the San Antonio road, under the
name of the '~ Tierra Amarilla and Narrow Gauge Wagon Road," was
taken out March 5, 1877, and filed on the 29th of the same, the incorporators being five men of means, any one of them being alone able to construct the entire line. The capital stock is $15,000, over half of which,
I have been informed, has been paid in to the treasurer. The necessary
tools were purchased last summer, and it was intended to have the road
completed and open this winter, but the small-pox epidemic, advancing
up the Rio Grande, reached that section and proved a terrible scourge.
Most of the able-bodied men of the country suffered from the disease, and at Tierra Amarilla, during the summer and fall, there were
over 200 deaths. I have been informed by one of the officers of the
company that work thereon will be commenced at both ends of tlte line
as early as practicable in the spring, opening it for summer travel.
The directors being men of capital and controlling all the trade and produce for miles about Tierra Amarilla, the statement may be relied on,
inasmuch as its construction will be a good speculation, increase the
business of the vicinity and probably not entail the expen<.lit_ure of half,
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perhaps not o\er a third, of the capital in opening the road to passengers
and freight.
The advantages of the San Antonio over the Chama route are as
fo1lows:
1st. To Tierra Amarilla from Conejos several miles shorter; to the
Chama crossing, en route to Pagosa, about the same, nothing more, certainly, with equally fine advantages in the natural supplies of wood,
water, and grass.
2d. With no portion of the route in a region more elevated, it lies
farther south, and the general lines of drainage being from the summit
of the range to the east and west, it will be exposed to winds and storms
from such directions only, and sheltered on the north, l~aving travel less
liable to interruption.
3d. It is a portion of the shortest and most practicable line between the railroad and points in the Southwest, or Fort Wingate and
other Arizona posts, and should on that account have been built by the
government. 'I'he amount of freight in the shape of Army and Indian
supplies shipped to that point is very large. The charge of the tollroad company, judging from the usual prices on the mountain-roads of
Colorado and New Mexico, will be $2.50 per freight-team of six mules.
No greater economic appropriation could have been made on the part
of the government than the amount for the construction of this line
asked for in 1876.
Turning to the San Antonio line, it will be seen to be but a portion of a mountain route through and along western slopes of the ranges,
which are all a continuation of the San Juan J.\tiountains and part and
parcel of the Rocky Mountain system, and as a mountain-line it is preferable to a highway on the plain, with its natural supplies of wood,
water, and grass.
At this point it seems just that the conclnsions drawn and recommendations made in the prior report on lines of communication between
Southern Colorado and Northern New Mexico be referred to again. In
that report the predictions made concerning railroad extension and its
probable influence on this subject were carefully stated, and those predictions have been literally fulfilled. In that report two lines were described as having been surveyed for improved roads; over both of these
lines charters for toll-roads have been obtained, and the road over one
line is in use. The recommendations made from this office, if followed
out, would ba\e resulted in economy to the government and the roads
would have been better made and sooner than now reported.
3rl. Proposed lines.-lst. By both the Chama and San Antonio rputes,
there is required a long and unnecessary detour to Pagosa. Add to this
a long march without water, or dependence upon capricious rain-storms,
and pools muddied oftentimes by sheep-herds, between the Chama and
the Navajo, and we find an imperative need of a shorter, more direct
route, well supplied with water, wood, and grass.
The location I found preferable for so desirable a line, a cut-off ou the
Chama, may, from its situation, be known as the
CHAMA N.A.V.A..JO.

Tlle great coutmental backbone, hemming in upon the north and east
the lower San Juan region, abruptly changes at about latitude 37°, the
dividing line of Colorado and New Mexico, from a chain of lofty peaks
with high connecting mountains to a series of lower ridges with high
eleyatious detached and at greater intervals. Immediately to its south,
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and at the very base of the Chama Peak, whose elevation is 12,200 feet,
occurs an exceptionally fine pass fully 3,500 feet b?low, watered by the
west fork of the Upper Chama, completely protected on the nortll and
east by the mountains and out I.ving slopes, with the summit of the
divide to the northwest. This mountain-valley lies sheltered and warm,
exposed chiefly to winds from the south only. Possessing the requisite
elevation to impart to its grasses the peculiar flavor of a mountain
growth, it is perfectly adapted to heavy traffic, for which subsistence for
animals should be found in abundance, and is in every respect preferable
to auy already described, as a short line to the west.
Leaving the Chama route, on the upper part of that river, near the
mouth of the main tributary that comes from the east, crossing the
main stream and sweeping in a curve to the south and west to a void
high basaltic mesas and vertical walls of rock that shut out the river
from passage and approach as securely io some places as a box-caiion, we
reach the valley of the West Fork. On easy grades it can be ascended
to the divide, which is lower than the one on the Chama line; this passed,
briugs us to the Navajo, down which it follows for about 5 miles in a
westerlv direction.
This section is an especially fine grazing region, and abundantly supplied with timber. Herds of :Mexican sheep are driven into the valley
of the West Fork, and the Ute Indians, for fully two months last summer, had established their camp upon the Navajo in this vicinity. This
river is their preference of all the eastern streams in the lower country,
and its valley will make an excellent farming or cattle region. Leaving
the Navajo, at a few miles distance northwestwardly, tributaries of the
ri\'er are crossed, whence, after the passage of the main divide between
the water-sheds of that and the Blanco, we reach at a short distance the
present "upper road" to Pagosa.
The distances on the Ohama Navajo are as follows:
1\liles.

From Conejos to point of departure from the Chama road ....•• --·-...........
Thence to Rio Navajo, via the west fork of the Chama and over pass 8,720 feet..
Along the Rio Navajo ...... ---· ........ ---·-----··----·----·----···--~·......
Thence to the present traveled road ................•• --~--- .... ----..........
Thence via the present traveled road, the upper one, to Pagosa........... . . . .

3:3
14. 5
5. 5
9. 9
14. 5

Total, Conejos to Pagosa ..........• _ .............. _..•............... -. 77. 4
Distance via the Chama line to Pagosa .....•.•.•.. __ .....•.. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 114. 7
Distance saved by the Chama-Navajo road ......... -- •.......•..... _...... ••.

37. 3

This would bring Pagosa to within 123.1 miles of Fort Garland, and
129.9 from the railroad.
·
.My estimate for the construction of that part of the line from the
point of departure from the "Chama" until the "Upper," the present
road in use, is reached, a distance, as will be seen above, of 29.9 miles,
is as follows :
Rock-blasting, &c ..................... _.... _......... _..... _...... _•....... $3,000
Road embankment and construction, except the above ......... -.--· .. -...... . 4,200
725
Bridge over the main Chama, including crib-work and approaches .•.•••....•.
475
Bridge over theN avajo ... _....... _.....•••................•..... -. -...... - ..
625
~mal_ler bri~ges en 1·oute .••••• •••••••••••••••• ------ ·----- .••••..••••• -----750
Contingencies .......••.......• ~ •.... _.....•... -- ...... - •...............• - •.
Total ... __ , ............. ~ ••••.•.••.. _. _......... _......•••.. __ ......•
If the Army ration can ~e sold at cost price to laborers, deduct one-third ..... .

9,775
3,258
6 517
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2. THE .ALAMOSA LINE

From the present railroad terminus, the shortest most practicable route
to Pagosa is in general direction due west, and mainly, of course, a waterline; for in all mountainous regions, particularly a highway, whether a
rail or wagon road, must follow lines of drainage for the line of least
resistance. Crossing the Hio Grande above the mouth of the Alamosa,
continuing on to near the point where it debouches from the mountains
to the plain, it thence follows up the canon of the river. Near the headwaters of the south fork of the river, whose source is to the southwest,
this water-line is left and another followed, leading up a tributary to
one of the most feasible spots for a pass, for some distance, a depression between two lofty peaks. The range is crosseu below timber-line,
from which can be followed a tributary flowing due west into the east
fork of the San Juan, and. in the cafion of that stream and the main
river to Pagosa.
This is as direct a route as can be at all economically obtained. Both
the La Jara and the Conejos on the Atlantic slope of the San Juan
1\Iountains, each with a general eastern course, were carefully examined, as were ah;o the Navajo and the Blanco, with southwesterly ones
on the Pacific side. In whatever way a line be run otherwise than as
that described, there are difficulties
be overcome almost insuperable,
save at great expenditure. So many streams, main rivers with their
tributaries lying oftentimes in deep cafions, intenene on a direct line,
that it could be constructed at great cost only, not at all warranted by
the necessities of present or prospective commerce or any very material
saving in distance.
Taking a bee-line from the railroad to the Rio Grande (where a wagonroad does not exist, but where the railroad line has been located with a
view to its probable construction within a year at most), we have the
following distances:

to

1Iiies.

Garland City to a point at mouth of calion of the .Alamosa River ••n•...... .. . .
Up the calion to the mouth of the North Fork of the river_...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Thence uv South Fork and tributary to top of range .... _.... _.... __ .. . . . . . . . .
Down a tributary, the Ea~t Fork, and main San Juan River to Pagosa..........

52.7
26
11
35

Total railroad from Garland City to Pagosa...... . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124.7

A saving of about 5 miles in all, not sufficient to warrant the great
excess of expenditure when compared with the Cbama-NaYajo.
Under the name of the Conejos, Rio Grande and Pagosa Springs
Toll-Hoad Company, four gentlemen, during the past summer, filed th_e
necessary articles of aRsociation for the incorporation thereof in the
recorder's office at Del Norte, Colo. The papers define their object and
designate the route to be "from some point on the Hio Grande
up the Alamosa, with a branch to the summit, and up the stream, over
the top of the range, and down one of the branches of the San Juan to
or near Pagosa Springs"; capital ~toek fixed at $20,000. None of the
incorporators are reported as men of means, or of sufficient enterprise
to construct the line, and unless others should take it in band, the road
will not be made. It was doubtless recorded having in view the extension of the railroad west, in which event the toll-road would be a capital investment financially, and their charter, as is often done, might be
sold for, probably, a valuable sum.
3. THE SUM::v.IIT LINE.
}'rom Garland, via Del Norte and the summit district, upon the north
fork of the Hio Alamosa, near its headwaters, Jying in tbe gulch of the
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stream and on the ~lopes of South :Mountain and Mount Belleview, is
the mining-district known as the "Summit," thus far exclusively gold, and
the finest in the San Juan region. About four and a half miles due
west is the summit of the main range, beyond which spring tributaries
of the San Juan, their general course lienee to Pagosa being southwest.
Connecting Del Norte with the summit is an old country road, with its
route up San Francisco Creek to its head, thence around and south of
the mountain, at the head of the Piedra Pintada, which is designated
upon the Hayden maps as Pintada Peak, upon Wheelet's as Del Norte
Peak, and is locally known as Old Baldy, thence winding along above
timber-line until the north fork of the Alamosa and the summit is
reached. Altogether a poor route and a wretched road at its best, it is
now in disuse; another and a fine road, upon which toll is taken, is now
in operation, saving fully six miles or more in distance. The latter,
owned by Mr. John H. Shaw, of Del Norte, follows up the Los Pinos
Creek, a natural road, for nearly twelve miles; thence up the mountainslopes to the southwest, reaching the summit over a few miles of the
old line. Tbe toll-road is a very good one, though susceptible of much
improvement- in grade, location, &c., which would probably be made
should there be sufficient increase in travel to warrant it.
From Garland the road is over the San Luis Park or Valley, is generally hard and level, to Del Norte, the Rio Grande being crossed by a
bridge seven miles below the town. Distance from the fort, 60 miles;
from Garland City, 66.5; from Del Norte to the summit, via the tollroad, it is 27.8 miles, and thence over a trail to Pagosa, 49 miles; making the springs about 77 miles distant, and the total distance from the
railroad 143.3 miles, in excess of that by either the Alamosa or the
Chama-Navajo lines.
SUMMARY.

This includes al~ of the short and practicable routes from the East
ac'ross the range into the Lower San Juan.
From Pagosa to Animas City, a new settlement at the lower end of
Animas Park, the distance on the upper road is as follows:
Miles.

Pagosa Springs to Rio N ntria .. _. _.... __ ...••.•.. __ .. _.......•. _.....•..... __ .
Thence to Rio Piedra ...........•..................................... ·-·--· ..
Thence to Rio de los Pinos ...... ·---·· .... ·----·· .... -----· ............ ··---· ..
Thence to Rio Florida .................... ____....••... __ . ____ .. ____ ... _____ . _.
Thence to Animas City ...••. . --~--·--···----------· .......... ··---··---··....

13
12.1
19.9
13. 6
5. 8

Total, Pa.gosa to Animas City ......•••..............•............... ---· 64.4

From Animas City up the valley. and over the new toll-roau in the
Grand Canon of the river opened in the latter part of November, the
distance to Silverton is 49.4 miles, making a total from Pagosa of 113.8
miles. With the present situation of the:railroad terminus, we have, by
the various mentioned lines, the following summary:
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258.5
228.5
165. 3
167.3
129.9
124.7
The Summit route via Del Norte .... . ..... . ............................ . Ha. 3

Yia Ojo Caliente and Tierra Amarilla ...•.•.....•.......................•....
Cueva and Tierra Amarilla ............................................. .
The San Antonio route ......................................•...........
The Chama route . ...................................................... .

i~: 5J::~~~::~~~ -~~~~~:::: ~::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::.

Miles.
322.9
292.9
229.7
231. 7
194.3
189.1
207.7

Mile8.
372.3
342.3
279.1
281.1243.7
238.5
257.1
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EXTENSION OF THE DENVER AND RIO GRANDE RAILROAD.

The proposed extension of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad west
from Garland City will materially change the aspect of affctirs. The
new terminal point, to be known as Alamosa, will, as I am informed by
Col. D. C. Dodge, one of the officials of the railroad company, be on the
western side of the Rio Grande, at or near some point on the Rio Alamosa, whence its name is derived, and will be 25~ miles beyond Fort
Garland, being an extension of 32 miles. The new line will be entirely
straight, and almost a level, and its terminus 33 miles from Del Norte
and 28 from Conejos. This will bring the latter place about 24~ miles
neare~ the railroad than at present, and hence will lessen the distance
to all points, including Pagosa, by the several routes passing through
it to the same extent; it will diminish the Alamosa line to Pagosa still
more, by 32 miles, and will shorten the summit route to the same point
by 321 miles, whence the foregoing table llecomes as follows:

From the new railroad terminus, or Alamosa0

E-1

Via Ojo Caliente and Tierra Amarilla .....•.............................•....
Cueva and Tierra Amarilla .....•............... . ........................
The San Antonio route .•.............••...... .. . .... ....................
The Chama route ............................................•...........
The Chan1a-Nava.io route ...................•............................
The Alamosa route . ....................•.....••.........................
The Summit route via Del Norte .....•............•.....................

Miles.

Miles.

234
204
140
142.8
10!'i. 4
92.7
109.8

298.4
268.4
205.2
207.2
169.8
157.1
174.2

Miles.
347.8
317.8
254.6
256.6
219.2
206.5
223.6

The route to Fort Wingate having the choice of two of the above
lines will have a corresponding decrease, as follows:
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Via the Chama route and Tierra Amarilla .••...................................•.....
San Antonio route .......•.......................................................
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Miles.

~files.

75.2
65.2

103.2
93.2

THE DEL NORTE AND ALAMOSA RAILROAD.

Some of the citizens of Del Norte, chiefly men of property, conscious
<>f the fact that their town has ceased to largely increase in property,
and that unless a new impetus be given to revive business it will soon
be outstripped by its more youthful rivals in the mining regions, have
formed a company to build and operate a line of rail under the name of
the Del Norte and Alamosa Railroad, to connect their town with the
terminal point of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad at Alamosa. I
was informed that it would be constructed simultaneously with the
extension of the Denver and Rio Grande.
With the railroad at Del Norte, and the toll-road to the summit in
good order, the construction of a road thence over the range and down
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the San Juan to Pagosa would be most expedient. With a route judiciouslv selected, the distance might be shortened fully 7 miles, bringing
the spriugs less than 70 miles distant from the railroad.
RECOMMENDATIONS.

With the preseut situation of the railroad, I would recommend the construction of the Chama-Navajo as of prime importance for the development of the Lower San Juan. Both in a civil and military point of view
would it be a most profitable investment. The entire route of travel
would be settled upon at an early day, and tlrriving communities at
various points arise, now remote from mails and other facilities. The
roving and unsettled bands of Indians in the southwest corner of the
State, and in adjoining territory of Utah and Arizona, committing frequent depredations on the whites, will uecessitate better protection for
the interests of civilization. The present post of Fort Garland, no longer
a frontier station, should, in the event of its advancement west, be located somewhere in the Lower San Juan. Communication and lines of
supply will necessitate the route via the Chama-Navajo.
The line of the Alamosa road will shorten the distauce to Pagosa over
the former but about 5 miles, and its cost being more than twice as much,
its construction should not be made from any economic consideration.
Being, moreover, a line of deep canons and rocky defiles, no outlying
country bordering thereon would be opened up or benefited, as in case of
the Chama-Navajo, which is, especially beyond the Chama River, almost
wholly a line of valleys. Being a lofty route, it passes over the range,
being about 3,000feet higher than the former, the Alamosa line would be
blocked by snow and immpassable for a portion of the year, unless constant traffic prevented. Upon the Uhama-Navajo, with its lower situation and protection by sheltering mountains on the north, a natural
blockade would not so completely occur.
In the event of the building of the railroad extension to Alamosa, the
distance from its terminus to Pagosa by the Cllama-Navajo would be
105 miles, and by the Alamosa about 13 miles less. This would be an
important saving; but should the track be continued to that point, there
is every probability of the construction of the Del Norte and Alamosa
Railroad, making Del Norte a terminal point; in this event the summit
1ine to Pagosa assumes the most prominent position, the distance by
that route being diminished, as already mentioned, to 70 miles.
The construction of the unfinished link from the summit to the springs,
nearly 49 miles by the trail, would entail an expenditure of $18,000.
The route will pass down the east fork of the San J nan, where judicious
locations will give easy grades, and shorten the line as compared with
the present trail, and afterward along the main stream, the whole a
canon region, presenting fewer difficulties of passage than that of the
Alamosa. For several miles the main river above the mouth of the
West Fork · is inclosed in a box canon, and }Jere would be essential a
considerable amount of blasting. Several ranuhmen located last summer on the West Fork, in a fine open valley, alwve its mouth, and
thence to Pagosa have made for their accommodation a passable way
for light wagons, distance about 11 miles.
C. A. H. McCAULEY,
Becond Lieutenant, Thi't d Artillery.
The ADJUT.A.N1'-GENER.AL,
Department of the llfissouri.
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From the lower crossing of the Chama, south and west, my prior
report describes the first part of the route from this crossing to the
south in the language of Lieutenant Anderson:
After leaving the Chama we passed down a trail made by Major
Price, Eighth Oavalry, in the summer of 1872. The road at first ascends
an arroya, skirting the base of the Gallinas Mountains; then rises a low
divide some ten miles distant from the lower ford. The country near
the river is fnnowed by numerous deep gullies, and produces little else
but sage-brush and cactus. At the divide we entered a valley some
thirty-five miles in length and from three to twelve miles in width.
This valles is borde~ed on the east by a range of mounts, through which
two small streams, the Gallinas and the Copulin, find. their way to the
Chama. The north end of the range is called Galliuas, the middle section Copulin, and the south end Jemez. They are all covered with
evergreens and aspens to their summits, and their more abrupt faces
show strata of various colored sandstone. Near the plaza of Nacimiento
the Jemez Mountains sent far into the valley spurs of low hills, covered
with heavy pine and spruce timber. Between these hills are grass. grown
meadows, traversed by clear mountain-streams, bordered. with willows.
The first of these streams is the Puerco, which, after reaching the main
valley, turns to the south and receives the others as tributaries.
Tbe west of this valley is shut in by a range of sandstone mesas from
100 to 500 feet high, showing, in their vertical sides, shales, conglomerates, clays, and various colored strata of friable sandstone. This formation extends down the west bank of the Ohama to old :Fort LowEll, from
a point some twenty miles above it; near that fort it leaves the river
and follows down to the west of the Puerco as far as the stage-road
crossing, where it apparently ends. Its southern face is seen to the
north of the road over its whole length to Fort Wingate. This valley
is traversed, longitudinally, fi·om its northern extremity to the head of
the Puerco by one principal range, a number of smaller ranges of knifeedge hills of peculiar appearance, sometimes rising to a height of 300
feet. They are formed of a soft, light-gray sandstone, with strata having a dip to westward of near 450,
The west face bas a thin covering of soil supporting a growth of evergreens; the east face is nearly vertical, showing the edges of the strata;
the bottom is filled with delFris.
These ranges are in several places broken through by streams which
take their rise at the foot of the mesas on the west, and. find their way
to the Chama. At the time of our passage they were dry, and to all
appearances their principal use was to carry off surface-water. The
remainder of the valley is gently rolling. The lower hills are covered
with evergreens, and the level spaces between them witlt a rank growth
of sage-brush. The flies were so numerous about these small creeks
that we were obliged to go into camp nearly a mile from water, and send.
down our kegs for a night's supply. :Many pieces of both painted and
unpainted pottery and some stone arrow-beads were found on mounds of
drift, among fragments of quartz and petrified wood, but none were to
be seen on the higher bills, nor were they to be found in any numbers on
the level plain. Near Nacimiento were several large meadows, supporting fine herds of stock ; but little of the ground was under cultivation.
This same portion of the route was examined by Lieutenant Gibbon,
Ninth Cavalry, with a special view to making an estimate of the amount
of work needed to make it available for freighting purposes. The examination was made in September, 1877, and from Lieutenant Gibbon's
report of the 21st September, the following estimate is quoted.
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There will be no difficulty in constructing a good road through this
portion of the route in from twenty-eight to thirty days with a working
force of twenty-five men at the following places:
.

.

Nutntas toCbamaRtver.... .. .... .... ....•. ...•.• ...•.. ...... ...• .... ...... ..
At Rio Chama...............................................................
Rio Chama to first valley.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In Keracita Valley and Arroya.... ...... ...... ...•.. .... .... ...... ...... ..•. ..
To second Chipadero Springs........ •• • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . • • • . •
At second Chipadero Springs ................•..................•....•... ···--·
To and over Arroya Blanca . ....... . ..............-..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
{)ver Butte Hill ................... ~ .............·..••••.........• r.. . . . . . . . . . .
Oj o San Jose ............................................ .. ............... _• . . .
To Schaap's Ranch.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • . . . .

Days.

2
6
:~

2
2
2
2
3
3
3

In May and June the Rio Chama cannot be forded. An estimate for
the cost of a bridge was not made, however. In reducing this estimate
to figures it will be recollected that the scene of operations is at a great
distance from either Fort Garland or Santa Fe as military stations;
that the reduced number of enlisted men for duty in New Mexico
makes it entirely unadvisable to recommend their use for this purpose;
and lastly, because any miscalculation as to rates of wages to be paid
and amount of work done would seriously impair too small an estimate. I summarize the above as 30 men at $1.50 per day for 30 days,
equal to $1,350, and adding 10 per cent. for contingencies, $1,485.
On the route there is generally plenty of grass and always plenty of
wood. There is plenty of water at the Rio Chama. Ojo San Jose and
the La J ara Pond and a well dug at the Chipadero Springs would probably give a sufficiency of water there.
Miles.

Tierra Amarilla to crossinp; of Chama...... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Crossing of th e Chama to North Chipadero Springs.......... . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Crossing of the Chama to South Chipadero Springs............................
Crossing of the Chama to Butte Hill.... . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Crossing of the Chama to San Jose Springs.... . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

14t
12
15
24!
25

Beyond this point no labor is necessary.
From the Chama Crossing to the Puerco Station, on the Santa Fe and
Fort Wingate road, the distance is 83 miles. Lieutenant Gibbon's report minutely describes the proposed line of road, and in case an appropriation were made it could be used to much advantage by the person
in charge of const.ruction.
From Puer·co Station to the west, to Fort Wingate, the regular traveled road gives 102 miles, and cannot probably be shortened or improved
much.
To the south, howm... er, a different promise is made. The present road
, to the southern country and posts strikes the Rio Grande at Albuquerque and follows down that river, which is crossed twice by ferries in
order to reach a bad and sandy road on the opposite bank by leaving
a worse one on the remaining side. The department commander is
fully aware personally of this portion of the road and its character, and
it is not necessary for me to dilate more upon it. If freighters were to
leave the Wingate road at the crossing of the Puerco and follow down
that stream to the Rio Grande, a large part of the sandy road would
be avoided, as well as the Albuquerque crossing. An exact (lescription
of the ~haracteristics of the Puerco River cannot now be given, but it
is hoped to supply this deficiency in the spring. Meantime it is believed that for freighting purposes it is adapted equally as well as the
Rio Grande Valley, and if it can be so used it would be advantageous.
It is requested that a small sum be asked for a careful sunrey of this
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route, and accordingly an estimate of $1,000 is made. The approximate distance from Puerco Station to the mouth of the stream, or the
Rio Grande, is 95 miles.
Inasmuch as present experience indicates decidedly that the progress
of railroad building has rapidly and permanently altered freighting
conditions in this section of the country, and that the part of wisdom
would be to meet this progressive spirit and profit by it, it seems eminently proper to ask for a small contingent fund to repair and construct these new lines when needed. It may be noted that in this
country many long roads are rendered useless because they are interrupted during short spaces, which if corrected at slight expense at once
there is opened a long and valuable line. I therefore ask for $5,000, or,
if the Army ration may be sold to laborers, $3,500 will be sufficient to
open or repair military roads in Northwestern :Mexico and Southwestern Colorado.

General

tc~ble

of distctnces frorn the railroacl tenninus in Oolorculo to points
in New .Jfexico.
Mile8.

El ¥oro to Santa Fe via Fort Union ...•........................... ·--~-- ...• 221
Gar1and City to Santa Fe via Taos . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . • .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. • 146
Saving from latter point .................................... .'..........
El Moro to l!'ort Stanton via Union ...... ··w--•............... .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . .
Garland City to Fort Stanton via Santa Fe . • . • •• . . . . • . . . . • . • . .. • . • . . . . . . . . . . .

75
349
320

Saving from latter point ...... ~- .. .. . .. .. . .. . . • . • . . .. . . . . ••• • . . . . . . .. . • 29
El Moi'O to Fort Craig via Fort Union and Albu<]_uerque.... .... .. ...... ....•.. 381-k
Garland City to Fort CraigviaSauta Fe and Albuquerque ..................... 322t
Saving from latter point ...... ...••• .. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...••. ..

f>9

To all points to the south of this, Fort Bayard, Fort Selden, and to
El Paso, the saving will be the same, i. e., 59 miles.
Miles.

El Moro to Fort Wingate via Fort Union ......................................
Garland City to Fort Wingate via Santa Fe ....................................

:~91

321

Saving from the latter point............................................
70
El Moro to Fort Wingate via Fort Union...................................... 391
Garland City to Fort Wingate via Conejos and San Antonio road ..•••• .... ...• 294
Saving from the latter point............................................

97

Tllis saving of 97 miles is also effected to all points southwest and
west of Fort Wingate, as, for instance, Camp Apache and Prescott, Arizona, in case of the extension of the railroad to Alamosa, which will
shortly be done beyond a doubt.
Miles.

El Moro to Fort Wingate via Fort Union...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • • • .
Alamosa to Fort Wingate via Conejos and San Antonio road...................
Sa~ed

by the latter route.............................................

391

271
120

In a.U probability when the railroad extension reaches Alamosa it
will be found desirable to reach Fort Craig and the lower posts from
this point by following down the Puerco.
Miles.

El Moro to Fort Craig via Fort Union and Albuquerqi.1e. .... ...• .... ...... •...
Alamosa to Fort Cra1g via Conejos, San Antonio Road, and Puerco River.......
Probable saving of about............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••

381t
33Jt

50

This route has advantages which will probably be considered at the
time the railroad extension is made.
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RECAPITULATION.

Lines of communication between Colorado and New Mexico are important to tlle military service, and have been radically altered by railroad extension. Improvements should be made to existing roads-·
1st. From Fort Garland to Santa Fe, estimate .....•.•.•...........•...••... $10,340
If Army ration sold to laborers ...••................•....•.••• $6,900 ..•••••
2d. From Fort Ga,rland to Southwest Chama-Navajo road, new..............
9, 77'5
If Army ration sold to laborers...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .
6, 517
Chama Crossi.ug to Puerco Station . . . • • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • .
1, 485 1, 4b5
:~d. Survey of line down Puerco River.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . .
1, 000 1. 000
4th. For general use in Southwestern Colorado and Northern New
Mexico . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 000
If Army ration sold.........................................
3, 500

19.402 27,600

The above estimates are considered to be close, and with present
prospects an immediate appropriation and application would result in
a quick influence on freighting rates, and ease of supplying the entire
western and southwestern posts. Tluoughout this report I have carefully abstained from expressing any views as to the military necessity
of this or that road, and trust that this point will be developed by the
department commander in forwarding this paper.
I am, sir, \ery respectfully, your obedient servant.
. E. H. RUFFNER,
Fi'i·st Lieutenant Bngineers.
l'HE CHA::\IA-NAVAJO ROUTE TO THE LOWER SAN JUAN.

Roads are the high ways of civilization and are vrimarily the desideratum for the development of country with fine natural resources. The
roads of the San Juan country of Oolorado are of the first importance,
and whatever can be done to shorten the lines of communication and
open as yet undeveloped sections will be of the first and most material
value.
The recent advance of the Denver and Rio Grande (a narrow-gauge
railroad) over the Sangre de Cristo Range has enabled it to control all
freight and passenger traffic destined for the San Juan, besides that of
all of New Mexico, save the northeastern part. As the lower country
of the San Juan is the least favored with respect to outer communication, its claims should be strongly considered. Hemmed in upon the
north and east by lofty mountains, with outlying spurs that contain
many peaks of great altitude and few practicable or natural passes, the
summits of the mountain chains lie approximatively in the arc of a circle,
with .Pagosa Springs nearly at the center. From its natural position
and the relative bases of supply, it becomes a strategic point, and is
passed on the upper road to Animas Park and neighboring popu1ated
districts.
From the terminus of the railroad at Garland City, the route for all
freight and passenger traffic to the Lower San Juan passes Tierra Amarilla, a group of Mexican villages, of which the main plaza is Los Nutritas. The old line by Ojo Caliente and the cut-off by Cueva have been
considerably shortened by the construction, during last summer, of a
toll-road from Conejos to Tierra Amarilla, which may be kuown as the
"Chama" route, from the stream along· whose waters it mainly lies.
The road is passable, although 12 miles of the way remain as yet iu a
bad couditiou.
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Upon another rival line between the same points work has been commenced, but its completion was prevented last fall by the outbreak of the
· small pox among the Mexican inhabitants. This is known as the ''San
Antonio" route, the first part. of the line passing mainly along that stream.
All roads pass the Chama River at the lVlexican plaza of Los Ojos, 2
miles from I..~os Nutritas; t.h ence to Pagosa the way is almost entirely
over a natural road, through low valleys or over gently undulating hills.
Beyond the Chama, over the entire route, grass and timber are plentiful;
but in July last no running water was found between the Chama and
Nav~jo-33 miles-although frequent rains had but lately fallen. The
soil is to some extent alkaline, and upon pools of rain-water camp was
dependent. Prom the Navajo to Pagosa-23 miles-water is abundant,
the Blanco and tributaries being crossed en route. The saving of distance detween Garland City and Pagosa is, by either the Chama or San
Antonio routes, 60 miles, compared with the Cneva line, and· 90 less
than that via Ojo Caliente. By both the Chama and San Antonio
thoroughfares there is required a long and unnecessary detour to the
south. Add to this a long march without water, or sole dependence
upon capricious rain-storms or pools muddied by sheep-herds, between
the Chama and the Navajo, and we find an imperative need of a shorter
more direct route, well supplied everywhere with wood, water, and grass.
The location found preferable for so desirable a line, a cut-oft' on the
"Chama," may, from its situation, be known as the
CHAMA-NAY.A.JO.

The great continental back-bone, hemming in upon the north and east
the Lower San Juan region, abruptly changes at about latitude 37°, the
dividing line of Colorado and New Mexico, from a cllain of lofty peaks,
with high connecting mountains, to a series of lower ridges with high
elevations, detached and at greater intervals. Immediately to its south
and at the very base of the Chama peak, whose elevation is 12,200 feet,
occurs an exceptionally fine pass fully 3,300 feet below. Watered by
the west fork of the Upper Chama, completely protected on the north
and east by the mountains and outlying slopes, this mountain valley lies
slleltered and warm, covered with nutritious grasses, perfectly adapt~d
and in every respect preferable to any other line to the west. This
route leaves the Chama road on the upper part of that river, curves to
the south on account of high basaltic mesas on the west bank, ascends
the valley of the West Pork, and after passing the divide at an easy
grade, descends to the Navajo, down which it follows for about 5 miles.
From tllis river, northwestwardly, at a few miles' distance, tributaries are
cro:ssed, whence, after the passage of the main divide between the watershellS of tile Navajo and the Blanco, at a short distance, is reached the
present'' upper road" to Pagosa. On this line the distances are as follows, from Oonejos to Pagosa:
Mil ·s.

Conejos to point of departure from the Chama road.·----- .. ·-----···-···---·· 33.0
Tbeuce, via West Fork and pass of 8,720 feet, to the Rio Navajo. ___ .·----·---· 14.5

Along the Rio Navajo ... _... _. __ .. _. ___ . ____ •...... ____ . ____ .. ____ .... _... _..
Thence to the "upper" or present traveled road ... __ .-----· .• ___ . ___ ... _--· ..
Along same to Pagosa Springs·----·---· .......... ···--·--···--·--·-·----· •..

5.5
9.9
14.5

Total, Conejos to Pagosa ......... ---····-----·----··-··-···---· ---·· ·- 77.4
Distance via Chama line, Conejos to Pagosa .... ·----··----··--·-··----···--··. 114.7
Distance saved by Chama-Navajo route.·---···---·----··----··----· ....

37.3

being that amount less than any other short line now open or commenced.
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The construction of this line, and its free use by the public, will be of
immense benefit to the Lower San .Juan. It would open up to settlement magnificent farming and grazing lauds now remote from easy communication, and for many other reasons would be a most economic investment of public money. The estimate for its construction froru point
of departure from the Chama until tpe upper road is reached, as will be
seen abvv-e, a distance of 29.9 miles, is as follows:
Rock blasting, l."-':C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3,000
Road embankment and construction, except above ............ ................ 4,200
Bridge over main Chama, including crib-work and approaehes.. .. . .. . ... .. .. .
725
Bridge over the Navajo.....................................................
475
Smaller bridges on route....................................................
625
Contingencies ...................................... --.. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
750
Total ........ _.......•..........• - ...... -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9, 775

From the maps accompanying the entire route, with the old and new
roads, the adnmtages of tile above saving in distance can be readily
noted.
•
With the present situation of the railroad, we have the following table
of distances, showing the great desirability of shorter lines of communication:
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Via Ojo Caliente and Tierra Amarilla ................................................ .
Cneva and Tierra Amal'illa ............... . .....................•................
The San Antonio route ..........•...............................................
The Chama route .............................. . ................................ ..
The Chama-Navajo route . ....................................................... .

Miles.

258.5
228.5
165.3
167.3
129.9

32:.!. 9
292.9
2<!9. 7
2:n. 7
194.3

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TIIE MISSOURI,
OFFICE OF TilE CHIEF QUARTERMAS'l'ER,

Fort Leavenworth, Kans., January 29, 1878.
SIR: I llaYe the honor to submit, for the information of the depart-

ment commander, a statement showing the rates paid by the Quartermaster's Department for wagon-transportation from El Moro, Colo., to
certain posts in New Mexico and Arizona, during the six months ending
December 31, 1877, as compareu with the rates to be paid from February
1 to June 30, 1~78, under contracts from Garland, Colo., whicll have
been awarded to F. F. Strnthy:
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El Moro,qolo.,
J1?0nt~ending December 3-1.-1._87_7_(-pe_r_l_OO-, -- --~ --~ --~-- pounds for whole distance) .................................... "'2 05 $3 54 $3 63 $4 33 ,$5 19 $4 96
Garland, Colo .. a>era_ge of six months ending June 30, 1878 (per j
1
100 pounds for whole distance) ............................... 1 55 3 10 3 45 3 75 4 60
4 55
J

Difference in fa-.or of Garland, Colo. (per 100 pounds for ~-- -- ~ -- --~ -- - whole distance)........................................ .
50
41
18 I 58
59
41

H.J:iJx. 66-3

"
!'
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The total quantity of freight transported to these posts yearly is from
one to two million pounds, probably nearer two than one million.
Very respectfully,
R. SAXTON,
Cltief Quartermaste,·.
The .AssrsTAN'l' ADJUTANT-GENE~AL,
Department of the .Missouri, Fort Leavcmcorth, J(ans.
[First indorsement.]
llEADQUARTERS DEPART:i\IEN1' OF TilE MISSOURI,
ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Fort Leavenworth, J[ans., January 31, 1878.
Respectfully returned to the chief quartermaster of the department,
who is desired to add to the information herein contained a statement
of the romparati ve cost of placing store~ at El 1\Ioro and at Fort Gar·
Janel.

By comman<l of Brigadier.General Pope.
E.Ii. PLATT,
Adjutant General.

A8si~tant

CHIEF QUARTER~IASTER'S OFFICE,
DEP ART::\IEN1' MISSOURI,

Fort Leavenworth, January 31, 1878.
H.espectfully returned to the assistant adjutant-general of the departmPnt.
The cost of placing stores at Garland, Colo., is just 20 cents per 100
pounds more than tlle cost of placing them at Ell\foro.
R. S.AXTO~,
Chief Qua'rtermaster.
[First indorsement.]
IlEADQ"LARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI,

Fort Leavenworth, Kans., 1/ebnutry 2, 1878.
Tllis letter, with the accompanying detailed reports, covering fully
the e.ut.ire subject, is respectfully forwarded for the consideration ofthe
Secretary of vVar.
Garland will undoubtedly be the shipping point for some years of all
freight destined for Southwestern Colorado, Eastern Arizona, and the
whole of New 1\Iexico, excepting only the posts of Union and Stanton
freight rates from Garland, as will be seen, lleing much below any others
offered.
From Garland depart tllree routes for this sen·ice. One to the San
Juan country; one to the posts in Arizona, including Fort Wingate,
New Mexico, and one via Santa Fe to the Lower Rio Grande. The
amount reqnireu on each of these roads to make good I"oads, and thereby
still further cheaper freights and facilitate communication, is as follow~, viz:
To San Juan country and site of the military post in that region, to which
Fort Garland is to he transferred .. _.•...•..... _......•••.. __ ... _..... ___ . _ $11.517
To Fort Wingate and posts in Adzona north ofGilaRiver.... ..•••. •• .••••••
2, 485
'ro 1::\auta l''e ...... _.... -.... _.................. _. _.... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lU, ooo
Total _..•.•..•..... _..•....•........ __ . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . .

24, 002

With this small amouut these roads can be put in excel ·nt condition,
and there is no doubt that the whole sum will be repaid twice over in a
few years bJ reduction of freight rates. I respectfully ask that the Secretary of 'Var ask a l'pecial appropriation for this work of the amount
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specified, the work to l>e <lone under the charge of J..iientenant Ruffner,
chief engineer of this department. 'l'ue sooner it can be done, the better
for the government and all concernerl. The great importance of the
roads in the settlement and development of the regions wuich they
traverse need not be set forth It will suffice to say that, in my opinion,
eYery interest of the government in that section of the country will be
greatly benefited at very small expense in that direction.
JNO. POPE,
Bre·vet .ZJ.fajor-General U. S. A., C01nmanding.
[Second indorsement.]
HEADQUARTERS l\IILITAl?-Y DIVISION OF THE 1\fiSSOURT,

Chicago, February 5, IS78.
Respectfully referred to the chief engineer officer of the div sion for
examination. Please return.
By command of Lieutenant-General Sberidan.
R. C. DRUM:,
Assistm1t Adjutant- General.
[Tllinl indorsement.]

OFFICE CIUEF BNGINEER, 1.\TILITARY DIVISION MISSOURI,

Chicago, February 6, 1S7S.
Respectfully returned to the assistant adjutant-general, l\filitary
Division of the Missouri.
G. J. LYDECKEI~,
Captain of Engineers, Chief Engineer Jlilitary Division J.ll·istom·i.
[Fourth indorsernent.J
ilEADQUARTERS MILt'l'ARY DIVISION OF THE 1\iiSSOURI,

Chicago, Februwry 7, ISiS.
l{espP.ctfull.Y forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army.
In the absence of the Lieutenaut-General commanding.

R. 0. DRU~f,
A.ssistant Adjutant- General.
[Fifth indorsement.]

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, February 12, 1S78.
Hespeotfully submitted to tbe honorable Secretary of War approved.
The completion of the railroad across the Sangre de Cristo Mountains
into the valley of the Rio Gramle opens up a most interesting and extensive new country. Twenty-four thousand dollars could not be better
expended than on the roads herein described, and Captain Ruffner is
peculiarly qualified for the work.
\V. T. SHERl\L\N,
General.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMEN'.r OF THE MISSOURI,
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF-ENGINEER,

Fort Leavenworth, Kans., Febructry 5, 1S7S.
SrR.: I have the honor to transmit herewith a map of Colorado, with
a small portion of New Mexico, showing the general area covered by me
during the San Juan reconnaissance, from June to November, 1S77.
The lines of communication passable for wagon-trains are marked at
all points, whether in the nature of county or private toll-roads. To
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complete the Rcope of this paper as that of a y1artial re11ort the location
of the population has been given. 'l'hose portions of the country which
have been occupied by settlers for farming, either ranching or grazing,
and by prospectors for mining purpose~, are also shown, the sections
which are thickly populated being so indicated.
Of all the country adapted to agriculture, that drained by the Animas
is receidng the largest amount of emigration, the portion known as the
Animas Park extending from the mouth of Junction Creek, about 13
miles to the north, an especially beautiful and fertile valley, with an
elevation from 6,500 to 6,800 feet, having already been almost wholly
occupied. The ranchrnen in general, however, have made no improve·
ments worthy of mention on the lanq, and have done little save to barely
establish and bold their claims, for with over ten thousand acres of tillable land, I found last fall the amount under actual cultivation to be less
than one-tenth of the total. A few exceptional cases were noted, the
ranch of Mr. Lamb, 4 miles above Animas City, deserving especial mention for the fine appearance of his farm, with all the usual outbuildings
and external signs of thrift and comfort noticeable in one of the Eastern States.
Animas City referred to is a new and growing town on the right uank
of the Animas, just above the mouth of Junction Creek. It is not laid
down on any Hayden or vVheeler map, and must not be confounded
with the ''Animas City" of Wheeler, which is an old ueserted place.
about 12 miles above, and on the other bank of the river. The opening
of the Jicarilla Apache reservation to settlement bas, dnring the pa~t
year, drawn a considerable number of emigrants to the San Juan, the
Lower Animas, and the La Plata.
The farming and grazing population established themselves on the
lower parts of rivers and streams, aml are permanently thereon; the
mining-camps, wholly or almost entirely, are located at the headwaters
of streams or upon mountain-peaks near by. Owing to the short working-season, and the intense se\·erity of the winter at that elevation, the
mining-population is of a semi-permanent nature, leaving about the
latter part of October, and returning in May or June, from the towns
or the lower regions, where they cougregate for the winter. As au
illustration of the brevity of the working-season may be mentioned my
Yisits to the Summit, a gold-mining district southwest of Del Norte.
They were three in number, and from different directions, during the
reconnaissance: in June, from the Lower Alamosa; in August, from
Pagosa, via the San Juan; and in October, from Del Norte. In August
only was my way not impeded by snow; the total precipitation there
for the year ending November 1 being 24 feet. In preparing the printed
table of densest populated districts attached to the map, the population belonging to various mining-camps has been so accredited, since
it there properly belongs, and with other of a floating nature, fully
aggregates the numbers giYcn. While there may be a percentage of
error in the designated numbers in a few instances, it is, on the whole,
believed to be less than the total of all the region visited from the existence of obstacles to an exact anti r.ctnal count. The difficulties of
arridug at a thorough and perfect census in such localities may well be
irnagiued, for w·hile a tm'i'n is drained of its winter population for the
mining regions, prospectors distribute themselves through localities
almost uninhabited, or wa\er from one section to another as its pros ·
pects change. There were, for instance, from three to four hundred
more persons in Lake City last spring than are so credited, owing to
their temporar,y stay; immigration was Ycry great to this locality, but
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disappointed in endeavors to find employment, tltey either returned or
spread out into new districts.
The total distance traveled, after leaving Fort Garland, Colorado, was
2,030 miles; this was wholly in the field, mainly with pack-trains, and
is confined to that made in person, not including any mileage made by
detached wagon-trains or by any members of my party unaccompanied
by myself.
The following table gives the distances between interesting or important points visited:
I Miles.

Between what pointR.

Remarks.

--------------------------------------:
Garland City to Fort Garland ......................... ..
:Fort Garland to Stewart's Ferry ...................... .
Stewart's Ferry to Conejos ............................ ..
Fort Gariand to Chevez Ferry .........•·............... .
Chevez Ferry to Conejos .............................. .
Cone,ios to Tierra Amarilla (Las Nutritas) via Ojo Caliente
Conejos to Tierra Amarilla (Las Nutritas) via Cueva ....
Conejos to Tierra Amarilla (Las Nutritas) via the Chama route.

~~: gj~~r!~aM~ ~~~~j0o~:::::~:::::: :::::~ ::::::::::::::

Rio Navajo to Rio Blanco .............................. .
Rio Blanco to Pagosa Spriugs ......................... .
Conejos to Pagosa via Ojo Caliente ..............••......
Conejos to Pagosa via Cueva ........................... .
Cont>,jos to Pagosa via the Chama route ................ .
ConE>jos to Pagosa via San Antonio route ............... .
Conejos to Pagosa via Chama-Navajo route ............ .
Pagosa Springs to the Summit District ............... ..
Pagosa to Rio Nutria (spring near ranch of Colonel
Pfeiffers).
Rio Nutria to Rio Piedra ............................... .
Rio Piedra to lUo de los Pinos ......................... .
Rio de los Pinos to Rio Florida ........................ ..
Rio Florida to Rio de los ADimas ....................... .
Animas City to Parrott City .•••••.••................. {
Parrott City to East Fork Rio Mancos ................. .
East Fork to West Fork Rio Mancos .•.................
Thence to Big Bend Rio Dolores (Camp 64, September 23)
Parrott City to month Rio La Plata ........•...........•
Animas City to mouth Rio de las Animas .............. .
Animas City to Hermosa ............................... .
Hermosa, via Grand Canon of the Animas, to Silverton ..
Silverton to Howardsville .............................. .
Howardsville to Lake City, via Animas Forks and Burrow's Park.
Howards\"ille to Lake City, via Mineral City and Hensen Creek.
Howardsville, via old wagon-road. to Carr's ............ .
HowardsYille, via Cunningham Gulch and trail over
Summit, to Carr's.
Carr's to Alden's Junction or Antelope Springs ........ .
Alden's to Lake City ................................... .
Alden's or Antelope Springs to Wagon-Wheel Gap ..•..
Wagon-Wheel Ga.p to mouth South Fork Rio Grande .. .
Thence to Del Norte ................................... .
Del Norte to the Summit .............................. ..
Del Norte to Fort Garland ............................ ..
Del Norte to Piedra Pintada .......................... .
Thence to La Jara post-office on Rio de la .Tara ........ .
Thence to Conejos ..................................... .

6. 5 Railroad terminus at Garland Citv.
19.5 5 Stewart's, or upper ferry, on the Rio
26.5 { Grande.
31.5 5 Chevez, or lower ferry, formerly
18
{ Myers's.
150
120
60.7
2
3:3.2

Chama River forded at Los Ojos.

12.3 } Upper road to Pagosa.
10.6
208
County-road; lower route.
178
County-road; cut-oft".
114.8 New toll-road; 12 miles incomplete.
112.8 New toll-road; constructing.
77.4
40

13

Proposed United States road; the
shortest route West.
Trail up Rio San Juan.

1
I

12.1 I
19.9 ?County-road.
13.6 I
5. 8 J
19.5 Via toll-road.
18.1 Via trail.
11.9
•7

18.7
54
58.5
8. 6
40.8
4. 7
36.6

31
16.3
22.7

JCounty-road.
Trail.
Toll-road.
Trail.
County-roan.
Wightman 's new toll-road.
County-road.

} Toll road.
Summit of pas>~ , 12,400 feet.
Pass, 11,900 feet.

27

33.5
16

Toll-roacl; pass, 11,100 feet.

11. 6

} Toll-road down Rio Grande.

15.8
27.8
60
15.9
18.6
13.5

Toll roan.
County-road.
} In San Luis Park; county-road.

I am, sir, Yery respectfully, your obedient servant,

C. A. H. McCAULEY,
Second Lieutenant Third Artillery,
Assist. to Chief Engineer Dept. of Mo.
Assi~tant ADJUTANT-GENERAL,

Deparlment of the ~Missouri, Fo'r t Leavenu.:orth, Kans.,
Through Chief Engineer.
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[IndorEe:.nent.]
HEADQUARTERS DEPART:.\IE~1' OF THE :\liSSOURI,
OFFICE OF -THE CHIEF ENGINEER,

Fort Lectvenworth, J[ans., Febrnary 8, 18 78.
Respectfully forwarded.
Particular attention is invited to this report, as it contains, in brief,
much valuable information. collected with care and condensed with
judgment.
·
•
The map of the whole of Colorado is furnished, so that a comparison
may be readily made of the area reconnoitered with that of tbe whole
of the State. In future reports on this subject a partial map will be
prepared of the area in question and the whole State will not again be
represented.
E. H. RUFFNER,
Fi1·st Lieutenant Enginee1·s.
liEADQUARTERS DEPAR1':'1IEN1' OF THE :l\lrSSOURI,

Fort Leavenworth, Kans ., Februa.ry 11, 1878.
Respectfully forwarded to the assistant adjutant-g-eneral, headquarters
::Uilitary Division of the 1\Iissouri, in connection with the report on the
same subject transmitted on the 2d instant.
These reports contain, as it appears to me, all the information necessary to determine, within limits, the location for a cousolidatetl Ute
reservation aud ageney and the military post needed in the San Juan
country.
JNO. POPE,
Bre?:et Jiajm·-General, U. S. A., Comnwnding.
HEADQUARTERS l\IILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI,

Chicago, February 15, 1t578.
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army.
Iu the absence of the J... ienttnant-General commanding.
R. G. DRUM,
A.ssistant Adjutant-General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE AR::\IY,

lVashington, Februa1·y 19, 1878.
Uespectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, in connection with
previous papers referred to by General Pope, which were submitted on
the 12th instant.
W. T. SHEHl\IAN,
General.

